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Conpanions/2
Abstract
Imaginary canpanions are conceptualized as i;:i'lenanena of
world+~ oonstru.ction ani reconstruction, ani parameters relevant

to whether or not a person oonstru.cts a world with an imaginary
saneone are presented.
canpanions -

Aooess to facts about three kin::ls of

imaginary canpanions of childhood, ghostly

canpanions, ani take-away apparitions -

is provided usirg

paradigm case formulations, ani sane "odd fellows" are disoissed.

VariOJS explanations that have been given of the i;:i'lenanena are
reviewed ani briefly critiqued.
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Ccmpanions of Uncertain status
Who is the

third

who walks always beside you?

When I OOlll"lt, there are only you arrl I together.
(T. S. Eliot, 1963, p. 67)
In creatin; a world, a person sometimes goes beyorxi the

bc:lun::3s of the real world.

His or her personal world is less

restrictive than usual arrl includes the possibility of sanethin;
non-ordinary.

In each of the follOW'in; examples, the person's

world includes sanethin; that does not fit our usual constraints
on what is real.
A yc::,urg boy has several

kin:Js in

his world.

'Ihe

kin:Js live

in back of the radiator where he can hear them arguin;J arrl
chucklin; together.

Whenever he feels afraid, he has only to tum

the valve of the radiator arrl they rush forth, givin; him the

courage to do whatever he needs to do {Wickes, 1966, p. 201).
A 63-year-old woman follOW'in; the death of her husbarrl often
feels him lyin; beside her in bed.

She is first aware of the heat

of his body arrl then she turns to see him next to her.

He says

reassurin; words to her, arrl his presence gives her great camfort
(Sedman, 1966, p. 59).

A solitary sailor, seized by sickness durin; a storm,
suddenly sees a tall man at the helm of his boat.

At first he

thinks that the man is a pirate, b.lt the man assures him that he

is a pilot arrl will guide the boat safely through the storm
(SlOCLnn, 1905, p. 39).
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In the introductory section below, I will highlight sane of
the difficulties that such c::x:,rq,anions

raise in light of our

concept of the real "WOrld.
'Ihe Real World

Because everythirxJ has reality only insofar as it enters into
human social practices, the real "WOrld is essentially a behavioral
'WOrld.

Rlysical objects like chairs and tables, atans and

planets, and so forth all exist as such because people have social
practices and conceptual systems that involve d i s t ~ them
fran other objects and treatin:J them aocorclirqly.
People also distin;uish "real" objects, processes, events,
and states of affairs fran "imaginary", "illusory'',

"hallucinatory'', etc. ones and treat them aocorclirqly. 1 When a
person appraises an object as bein:J real, he or she is prepared to

act in relation to that object.

(Cf.

''What a person takes to be

real is what he is prepared to act on." [Ossorio, 1982b, p. 22))
But if a person appraises an object as bein:J an illusion,

hallucination, etc., he or she has made a judgment that it does

not make sense to act in relation to that object.
Judgments about what is real and what is not are made within
the limits of a person's

~

and in light of the

particular nonn.s, requirements, and social practices of the
cnmmmity that that person is

operatin:J within.

What at one tbne

persons take to be real they may later treat as illusory,

mistaken, etc. , and vice versa.
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Because of the cc:mplex network of relationships

am

regularities that holds m-g objects, prooesses, events,

am

states of affairs in the real world, people may nm into
difficulties if they atte.npt to treat :illlaginary objects,
processes, etc. , in the same ways that they would treat real ones.
For exairple, if they are actin;J in relation to sane object that is
not in fact real, it is unlikely that they will be able to bring
off the interrelated sets of behaviors that go with that object.
To illustrate this notion, Ossorio (1981c) uses the exairple

of "feedirq alfalfa to an :illlaginary elephant" (:pp. 14-15) • If Wil
says that there is an elephant over there,

am

Gil looks over an:i

sees a table, Gil may challenge Wil's description

am

require that

Wil back up his claim by treatirq the elephant in appropriate
ways, e.g. by feedirq him sanethin;.
sane paper

am

If Wil offers the elephant

claims to be feedi.n; him alfalfa, Gil will not

acx:ept this behavior as successfully backil'g up Wil's original
claim.

Wil 's "elephant feedi.n;'' further violates the network of

interrelationships that holds am:m; states of affairs in the real
world.
'llle logical interconnectednes of eve:cyth:iD:J in the real

world provides constraints on our behavior so that we cannot call
sanethin; just
engage in just

aey
aey

old thin; an:i get away with it, an:i we cannot
old behavior

am

get away with it.

Similarly

in a given human game, the logical interconnections am:m; players,
elements, eligibilities, cxmtingenc:ies, etc. (cxxlified in the
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rules) provide constraints on our behavior.
just

any

old behavior

am

cannot en:]age in

We

still be playirg that game, because

certain m:,ves count as a violation of the rules.
~

logic::al structure of the real world not only provides

cxmstraints on our behavior.
If there

"Were

It also makes our behavior possible.

no patterns, regularities or limits to the kinds of

relationships that objects, processes, etc. ca.lld enter into,
human behavior 'W'OUld

game.)

am

be literally inpossible.

(Cf. No rules, no

Behavior involves disti.n:Juj.sh. one thirg fran another,

what di.stin;1uishes one sort of object or process from another

is the kinds of relationships it can enter into.
Accordirgly, if Gil had heard sane snufflirg

am

had seen the

paper disappearirg fran Wil 's harxi, Gil might have becnne a bit
twitchy.

am

It is mll.ikely that he ca.lld dismiss what he had heard

seen as merely a stran:]e

~

everyth.in:] else in the real world.

totally disconnecte:i from

Instead, he 'W'OUld take it that

either he is hallucinatirg, or the real world is a very different
place than he krx:iws it to be.

To illustrate the significarx,e that sudl an event may have in
a person's world, Ossorio (1976) uses the image of a face
materializirg out of the wall

am

then recedirg back in (pp. 6-8).

In discussirg hCM such an experience can affect a person's whole
world, he points out that seeirg the face as real is like
introducirg a contradiction into a logic::al system.
interrelationships within the whole system

am

It changes the

not merely within
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an isolated part.

If the face is real an::l I can behave in

relation to it (e.g. if I can quickly reach out an:1 ta.Jch the face
before it "t"'E!O?des) ,

Ifr;f

entire world is c:::han;Jed.

Deperxlirg on a person's degree of appreciation of issues of

totality an::l logical structure, he or she will be m::>re or less
sensitive to how such a contradiction may wi:pe out behavior
potential.

At the extreme a contradiction in a logical system

urrlermines e v ~ because it reveals that the structure itself

is UilSOUI'Xl.

(Cf. ''What kini of world is this if a face can come

out of the wall?")

In less extreme instances, persons may

continue to cperate within a structure that has certain
inconsistencies as lon; as they leam to manage these
irregularities, oarpensate for them, etc.
Like the "Face in the wall", imaginary c:cmpanions violate

sane of the consistency requirements of the real world.

For

example, an cbject in the real world can generally be perceived by
all persons suitably placed, with ai:propriate differences between
persons deperxlin:J on their positions relative to the cbject.

But

with imaginary cc:arpmions, collective perception is the exception
rather than the rule (although it does cx:cur).

Likewise, in the

real 'WOrld objects that m::r.re away fran us generally have to go

somewhere, but imaginary c:cmpanions need not be any\tohere when they

are not with us.
Because of such violations, behavioral scientists terrl to

dismiss imaginary c:cmpanions as merely imaginary or hallucinatory,
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arrl c:orresporx:lin]ly to take it that behavior in relation to such

canpanions does not really make sense.

scientific explanations

that reflect this approach (reviewed in the final section belc::,,,/)
ten:i not to in::rease our urrlerstandin;; of the ~ In this paper, rather than eqi'lasizirg the ways in which

behavior towards an imaginacy canpanion does not make sense, the
focus will be on un::ierstan:iil'q the sense that such behavior does
make.

'!be furxiamental difference that an imaginacy canpanion can

make in a person's real world will be taken into accx,unt, as well

as the ways in which people manage the inconsistencies that such a
CXll"pa'lion creates.
Conceptualization
In the ~ i z a t i o n presented here, I use the

term

"imaginacy canpanion" as a generic term for such canpanions, arrl
answer four questions about them:

1.

What kin:i of phenomena are these?

2.

When is there a point in havirg a relationship to a ccmpan.ion

who isn't literally real?

3.

What status can Wividuals of this sort have in relation to
a person's real world?

4.

Urrler what oc:n:litions are such canpanions most likely to
cx:x::ur?

World+ x Construction
Persons are inherently world creators.

'Ibey not only

construct worlds that give them behavior potential;

they also
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routinely reconstruct those \t,,lOrlds in ways that give them mre
behavior potential (cf. Roberts, 1985b) •

SUch reformulation

ordinarily occurs in response to a person's acquisition of new
concepts arx3. new social practices, in response to problem solving,

arx3. in response to the invention of new fonns of behavior.
When a person invents a new form of behavior (e.g. a new

game, art form, or conceptual-n::,tational device), he or she may
brirg that invention to the larger· cxmmmity, demonstrate to

others its viability as a social practice, arxi share it with them.
'1he invention increases behavior potential for others as well as

for its creator, arx3. may also "call for far-reach.in;J :restructurirg
of our formulations of the \o10rld or parts or aspects of it"
(Ossorio, 1982b, p. 89).
In creatirg a new social practice, a person creates samethirg
out of nothing.

Processes in the real \o10rld can be created out of

nothing in this way, b..lt ct>jects ordinarily cannot be.

For

exanple, ordinarily a person cannot create a cx:mpanion out of thin
air arx3. expect to demonstrate its viability to others.

Reality

constraints on real \o10rld construction prevent us fran sinply
making objects up.

Sanetilnes a person may be in the right frame of mind,
hovlever, arx3. an imaginary ccm-panion may pop out (Athena-like) in
his or her \t,,lOrld.

'1he creation of such a cx:mpanion, like the

invention of a new social practice, represents a \o10rld
oonstnictive or reconstructive achievement that may brirg with it
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a ex>rresporx:lin;J gain in behavior potential for its creator.

In

addition, the creation of the illlaginary cx:mpanion may call for
same significant restructuring of the person's world to
aco 110,~te such a cx:mpanion.

At the very least the person nn.ist

create a status that fits the kind of irxlividual the new cx:mpanion
is.
In

contrast to the invention of a new social practice, the

creation of an illlaginary cx:mpanion is frequently not an
achievement that a person can share with others.

.An:i

although an

illlaginary cx:mpanion may shake up same of its creator's notions
about what is possible in the real world, it does not charge our
shared un::lerstan:iing of "the real world" in the way that, for

exanple, a significant scientific invention does.

(See

Ossorio

[1978a, 198ll::>J for a diSOJSsion of basic science in terms of the
invention of new forms of behavior. )
In

inventing new social practices, persons are playing by the

"rules of the game" for real world construction, an:i their
inventions are therefore eligible to count as significant
achievements within that game.

But in creating illlaginary

cx:mpanions persons have gone rut.side the game, an:i hence their
world construction camts differently.
Fo:anally

\t.18

may say that illlaginary cx:mpanions are i:nenanena

of ''world + 2"' construction an:i reconstruction.

'Ihe ~ seIVes as a

rem:i.rrler that a person is operating rut.side the ordinary

constraints of the real world in constructing this very specific
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aspect of his or her world.

For oonvenience I will not repeat

''world + ~" thralghout the paper, but the "+ ~• is to be
understood when I write of imaginacy ccmpanions as world

constructive an:i reoonstructive ~ Circumstances an:i Behavior Potential
Am:m; the states of affairs that a person formulates as

elements of his or her real world are the circumstances that
provide that person with opportunities, lil'nitations, an:i
m:Jtivations for behavior.

(Cf. "A person's circumstances provide

reasons an:i opportunities to en;age in one behavior rather than
another." (Ossorio, 1982b, p. 20))

'nle social practices that

there are in a person's c::x:,mmmi:ty are included in his or her

circumstances.

Withrut the availability of these behavior

patten'ls, a person 'WOll.d not be able to behave at all.
'nle particular individuals with wham a person interacts are

also included in a person's circumstances.

Because so many social

practices are joint entmprises that can only be en;aged in with
another person, the presence or absence of appropriate partners

an:i fellow participants makes a difference in which social

practices a person has the opportunity to participate in.

Arrl

because different pec:ple offer an:i evoke different potentials in a
person, the particular individuals in a person's world make a
difference in \t.lhat potentials get actualized when a person
participates in social practices.
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A person's circumstances also encc:mpass the relationships
that a person has to these in:iividuals.

c:twiCAJSly the kin:l of

relationship that exists between two ~ l e affects what
possibilities they offer an:i evoke in each other.

Depernin; on

what relationship they stand in to each other, different
potentials will cane to the fore an:i be actualized.
states of affairs like havin; good fortune, wantin; saneone
to cxmfide in, facin; an irreplaceable loss, bein; near death, an:i
others are also CXJl.ll'Ited

anon; a person's circumstances. Each of

these states of affairs offers a set of possibilities an:i

lilllitations for behavior.
last but not

least for our :purposes, imaginacy c::cmpanions may

be classified as bein; included in a person's circumstances.

'Ihe

concept of a person's circumstances is usually a cover tenn for a

rarge of ordinazy real world facts like social practices, fellow
participants, relationships, states of affairs, etc., but
imaginacy c::cmpanions may be admitted as a special category.

Like

a person's other circumstances, an imaginacy cx:mpanian provides a
person with reasons an:i opportlmities for behavior.
Havin; placed imaginacy cx:mpanions anon; a person's
circumstances,

we

may note that there is a point in havin; an

imaginacy c::cmpanion when a person in the circumstances he or she
is in has nore behavior potential with that imaginacy cx:mpanion
than without.

'lhis statement leaves open the question of whether

persons' circumstances are generally adverse or generally positive

when they

have cx:rapanions.

It merely states that to have an

imaginaey cx:rapanion is nonnally to have m:,re behavior potential in
'Whatever circumstances one is in.

Both deficit-type explanations

(e.g. "J;t's no worxier she feels his presence; she'd be lost
without hlln")

an::l

enhancement-type explanations (e.g. "His

radiator~ brin; out the best in him") may be appropriate in
acc:nmtin; for imaginaey cnxpanions.
'Ihe statement also involves no presunption of mJtivation.

It

does rx:,t. say that persons are notivated to in::rease their behavior

potential. arrl therefore have imaginacy cx:rapanions.
persons

Rather,

firxi themselves in circumstances that include irxiividuals

of this sort,

an::l then do not choose

rather than more.

less behavior potential

(Cf. "A person will not choose to actualize

less behavior potential rather than m:,re."

[Ossorio, 1982b,

p. 56))

Reality
To urx:ierstan::l the special place an imaginacy cx:rapanion may

have in relation to a person's circumstances

an::l

real 'WOrld, -we

nee:i a concept m:,re fun::iamental than the notion of the real 'WOrld.

In Descriptive Psychology, that concept is the concept of reality.

Fonnally reality is "the

l:x:RJrdacy

con::lition on our possible

behaviors" (Ossorio, 1978b, p. 35).
'Ihe basic reality question is sinply ''What can you get away

with by way of behavior?"
an::l can:y

11

can you treat sanethirg as bein; so

it off successfully?" Rather than talkirq

abCAlt

a
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person's behavioral possibilities by reference to the
circumstances that provide persons with possibilities, we use the
concept of reality to talk directly about behavioral possibilities
arxi limitations.

If we rem:,ve imaginary c:arpanions fran embeddedness in a real
~rld arxi look at only certain of a person's interactions with an
imaginary cc:mpanion fran the perspective of

"can he

or she carry

off the interactions?", imaginary c:arpanions may seem no different
fran real cc:mpanions.

Imaginary c:arpanions are real in the sense

that they can be seen, arxi by sane starrlards (or in sane ways)
persons can interact sucx::essfully with these c:arpanions.

But within the context of a person's real ~rld, we cannot

treat imaginary cc:mpanions as simply real because they do not pass
the cxm.sistenc:y checks of the real ~rld.

Instead imaginary

cx:rrpanions may paradigmatically be given a status of "real but not
like other real objects".

A person whose ~rld inc:ludes such a

status needs to leam to manage the cxmplexities that the status

creates.

Because behavior towards an object that is "real but not

in the way other thin;s are real" hirges on in 'What ways the
object is real arxi in 'What ways it is not, a person needs to be

able to make arxi act on these distinctions.

If a person is unable

to do so, derision arxi ridicule by others may squeldl the
imaginary c:x:rnpanion.

lest this seem like a difficult or remarkable adlievement, it
should be noted that normal 3-5 year old dlildren are able to do
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so.

For exanple, a c:::hild would probably not take Gil up on his

challerge to treat an imaginaey elephant as fully real.

If Gil

said "I don't see an elephant", a child might reply, "Of

cx,.m;e

not. .He's only there for me." 'lhe c:::hild's :remark would not be a

disclaimer to the effect that the elephant is not real, but rather
a statement of fact abalt. how the elephant differs fran other real
th:in;s.
If a person insisted that the imaginaey e l e ~ was fully
real, e.g. that there was no difference in reality status between
the imaginaey elephant arxi the kite.hen table, we would say that

that person was distortirg reality.

a.rt: is a person distortirg

reality if he or she distirguishes imaginaey objects fran ordinary
real objects, an:i only behaves in ways that are awropriate for
each kim of object?

As lcn;J as a person has an ordinary degree

of oantact with oor cx:mton reality, it may be m:>re accurate to say
that a person who behaves toward an imaginaey friem has expan1ed
his or her real world by addirq an additional category of reality.

(Of

cx,.m;e

this is not an option umer an ideology that says that

the ordinary real world is all there is.)
A person who expaJm his or her world in

this way has a

hybrid world made up primarily of ordinary real objects but with
one or m:>re oon-ordinary real objects in:luded as well.

'!his is a

:fumamentally different world fran the one that the majority of us
operate in.

'lb illustrate the extent of the difference, consider

a person \tJho was matter-of-fact al::x:.,qt seeirg a face pop out of the
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wall.

'!hat person's world would already have to be very different

fran the world we know.

Like.,rlse

a world in which an imaginaey

cx:mpanion can pop in on a person is oansiderably less restrictive
than the hc:rnebam:i, tables-chairs-an:i-a:pples world with which m::>st

of us are familiar.
Without the distinction between reality an:i the real world,

we would be limite:i to the tables-chairs-an:i-a:pples world an:i have
to explain away ilnaginaey cx:mpanion ~ -

But with the

pragmatic notion of reality, we are able to aCOOlll'lt for the kin:l
of place that an imaginaey c:r,rpanion may have in relation to the
real world.
'!he distinction between reality an:i the real world

useful in

urx3erstan:ii.J

is also

a set of developnental considerations that

make the appearance of ilnaginaey cx:mpanions m::>re liJcely in early

childhood.

A yc,un; child initially has a diversified reality

rather than a sin;le, coherent real world.

In other words, a

child has lots of things that are real to h.ilil or her, i.e. lots of
things that he or she is prepared to act on, l:ut these do not

always fit together in the way they have to fit for a real world.
A part of the job of parents is to ?,It pressure on the child's
reality oanstructions to conform to the requirements for a sin;le,
p.lblic real world.
'Ihe child's reality, however, may be m::,re extensive or

diverse than can be fitted into a sin;le real world.

Olildren

acquire the in;redients for a real world in a piecemeal way, so
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that

~

they go to p.it these .in;redients together into a world,

sanetiJnes there are pieces left aver, parts that do not fit into
the structure of a real world.

Just as with the pyramid that

Ossorio (1986) takes apart to illustrate the Humpty-D.mpty
problem, there may be too many pieces to fit together into a
sirgle meanin;ful whole.
If this is the case, when parents begin to :i.npose the logical
restrictions called for by the real world, children may sinply

threw oot the non-fittin; parts so that the reality cx:mstructions
that are left han;J together with the kin:l of consistency that the
real world (arxi the parents) require.

Omer sane corxlitions,

however, parents are not c:cmpletely successful at holdirq children
to real world require:ments for coherence arxi logical consistency.
Olildren, instead of throwi.rq oot those .in;redients that are real

for them rut do not fit in the parental world, may recreate sane
oon-fittin:] parts in the form of imaginacy CXll'panions.

arildren are not the only peq>le who create sanethin:]
imaginacy

~

they have sane reality "left over'' that does not

fit within the logical structure of a world.
done this, too.

~ + 1

= o,

Mathematicians have

In solvin:] quadratic equations suc::h as

mathematicians proceed as if there were a number j,

whose square is -1.

SUch numbers do not fit within the real

number system because the squares of both positive arxi negative
real numbers are positive,
the status of "imaginary''.

am so

these numbers

were

ax:,e

given

:a.zt because it makes sense to act on

i:maginacy mnnbers

(am

electrical ergi.neers routinely do so),

i:maginacy mnnbers are row given the status of "real but not like
other real mnnbers''.

Parameters for World+ x Construction
A variety of facts about a person's life situation (bein;J-inthe-world) is relevant to t h e ~ , maintenance,
~

of i:maginacy conpanions.

these facts in an organized
analysis will be presented.

am

am

am

In order to deal with

systematic way, a parametric

('lhis conceptual-notational device,

also the paradigm case fonnulation to be used below, are

discussed systematically by Ossorio [1981a).)

'1his parametric

analysis is not set forth as the only analysis that could be
given.

ait it is set forth as bein;J adequate in a way that no

other formulation has been to date for syste:matizin;J the rarge of

facts relevant to whether or not a person cxmstructs a world with
an i:maginacy CX'Jl'{)anion.
F.ach of the parameters specifies one of the ways in which one

person's life situation can be the same as or different fran
another person's with respect to the potentiality for havin;J an
i:maginacy conpanion.
1.

'Ihe parameters are:

Extent to which real world requiiements for the systematic
oonnecte1ness of everyth:iig press upon a person

2.

Gain in behavior potential that canes fran havin;J a
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3.

Degree

to which circumstances facilitate the creation arrl

maintenance of a cc:mpani.on
Just as a visible color may be singled out f:ran the ran;e of

colors by specifying values for the parameters of brightness, hue,
arxi saturation, particular instarx::,es of being-in-the-world-with-

an-imaginary-oaq;,anion (or withrut one) may be differentiated by
designating values for each of the parameters abc::lve.
in

sketchirxJ

For exanple,

in values for the parameters in the case of the YOl.1n:J

boy ~ "'10rld included radiator kin;s, we may note that:
1.

'Ihe relative incc:mt=>leteness of a

yc:,un]

child's "'10rld allows

for sane leeway when it cxrnes to the coherence requirement.
Moreover, these particular cc:mpani.ons involve minimal

violation of the cansisten::y requirement because they are so
closely associated with ordinaey piysical objects arxi
processes.
2.

'Ihe faith-enhancing nature of the cc:mpani.ons frees the boy to
do as 'Well as he can, arrl enables him

to

succe.ed when

might not othexwise if his self-confidence

'Were

he

not increased

in this way.
3.

'Ihe p:reserx,e of the old-fashioned steam radiator, as 'Well as
exposure

to tales of genies ani their powers, may have

facilitated the creation of these cc:mpani.ons.

Parental.

prohibitions over turnin; the radiator valves may have been

contributory, too.
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'!he parametric analysis also provides a way of dealing

differentially with different k.i..ms of oorxlitians
imaginary cn,panians may ~ .

umer which

For example, the values of the

parameters for cases of potential world+ 2' canstruction by you,n;

children may be specified (nore or less completely), arxi
differentiated from the values for cases of potential world + 2'
construction by older children, bereaved persons, explorers, etc.
Another possible use of the parametric analysis is to clarify

patterns arxi regularities relevant to oarpanion ~ that

cx:::cur across life situation.

'lllese patterns may be expressed as

conti.n;Jerx::ies oonnect.ing parametric values.

As an example,

note

that the closer a person's ci:rcumstarx:,es cx::me to mak:irq life
inpossible, the greater the behavior potential that an imaginary
ccmpanion is likely to offer that person.
Finally the question posed above, "When are imaginary
ccmpanions llCSt likely to cx:::cur?" may be answered using the
parametric analysis.

carpanions cx:::cur when the balance of the

parametric values is in a favorable direction, arxi they are llCSt
likely to cx:::cur when the balance is in an extremely favorable
direction.

'!hat is, when the real world requirements for the

interrelatedness of evecyth.irq are unusually relaxed or
temporarily lifted;

when a person's gain in behavior potential

from a relation to an imaginary oarpanion is maximal;

arxi when

circumstanc:es are cptimally cx:n::iucive to ccmpanion formation.
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In the sections below, the ran;e of applicability of the

parametric analysis will be explored further in

~

cases

variety of cases of world+ 1' construction.

a

where imaginary

companions appear in the worlds of c::hildren, bereaved persons, an::l
the dying will be examined in tum.

Imaginary Conpanions o~ Cllildhood
A variety of imaginative activities of c::hildren have been
included in studies of imaginary companions.

As a Paradigm

case,

I will take the case of an imaginary person who appears to a

youn:J

c::hild, can be seen an::l heard by the c::hild, is interacted with
openly over a period of time, an::l is created by the c::hild with no
external supports (with due respect to calvin an::l Hobbes).

'Ihe

origination, status, significance, forms an::l elaborations,
relative freedan f:ran reality constraints, life span an::l departure
of suc::h a companion will be disoJSsed below.

In addition,

characteristics of children who have imaginary campanions will be
diSOlSsed briefly.
In

taking this approach, I will diSOlSs the literature

thematically rather than chronologically.

:Readers interested in a

chronological overview of the literature are referred to the
appen:lixes.

Apperxiix A lists the major quantitative studies on

imaginary companions, an::l Apperrlix B presents the major case
studies.
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Origination
'!here seems

to be general agreement that the first appearance

of an ilnaginary canpanion is "sudden" arx:l "unexpected" (Hurlock &
Burstein, 1932, p. 385;

SVendsen, 1934, p. 993).

matter of a child decidi.n; to create a canpanion.
c::hild

It is not a
Rather, as one

?It it, .imaginary canpanions ''cxne ... just naturallY''

(Vostrovsky, 1895, p. 396).
ctserva.tional studies of children place the first appearance
of illlaginary canpanions between 2½-3½ years of age (Ames &
I.earned, 1946, p. 160) , with 93% of canpanions appearin;J before

age 4 (SVendsen, 1934, p. 993).

Retrospective studies with

adults, h~er, in:ticate a much later tillle of onset.

Am:>n;

girls, the mst frequently reported tillle is between the ages of 5
arx:l 7, arx:l for boys, the m::lSt frequently reported tillle is after
the age of 10 (HUrlock & Burstein, 1932, p. 388).

Nagera (1969),

althcu;h attril::utin;J the Hurlock an::i Burstein late onset times
primarily to infantile amnesia, also notes that in his own direct
ooservations of children, ages 9½-10 seem to be a secon:i peak time
for .imaginary canpanions (p. 167).
'Ihe ran;1e of late onset cases my be treated as a

transfonnation of the Paradigm

case, with

the remirxier that the

canpanion of an older child can be e,q:>ected to be bom of a
different balance of the parametric values than a younger child's
ocmpanion.
old,

"-18

'Ihe reason is that by the tillle a child is 5 to 7 years

expect that child to have enough of a world so that the
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usual real "WOrld requirements \tr'OUld prevent the emergence of a

campanion.

'lbe campanion \tr'OUld need to offer an unusually good

opportlmity, or life \tr'OUld have to be relatively intolerable, to
allow an older child to accept an imaginary companion.
status
Once an imaginary companion has appeared

in a yoon; child's

'WOrld, the child begins to exploit the new behavior potential that
c:x::imes

fran havin:J that relationship.

'1he child may en;age in

animated conversations with his or her companion, or they may
enter into active physical play together.

the child fantasizin:J in his head.

'Ihis is not a matter of

Rather, a child "carries out

the same activities an::i plays the same games as with a real
playmate" (Berrler & Vogel, 1941, p. 64).
Althalgh havin:J an :iJDaginary playmate brin:Js the child an
increase in status an::i behavior potential, the relationship is not

Children experience a rarge of exrotions in

always positive.

relation to their companions.

For exanple, one child "let his

head harg as if in shame" when his companion :reproached hilll

(Sperlin:J, 1954, p. 253);
an::i pa.in" when

p. 107).

another cried out "as if in great fear

her cx,npanion threw rocks at her (SWett, 1910,

~

was ''horrified an::i cried" when his sister told

hilll that his cx,npanion had died (Ames & Learned, 1946, p. 153).

In the Paradigm case, the cx,npanion is treated as occupyin:J
physical space.

svemsen

(1934) fa.JI'rl that 83% of companions

•twere conceived of as occupyin:J space" (p. 995), an::i Manosevitz et
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al. (1973), based an parental report, fo.JI'Xi that 47% of oanpanions
needed space of their own (e.g. a place at the table, a seat in
the car, or rcx:n in the child's bed).

In acklitian, the c::x,,paruon

may be seen arxi heard by the child.
'lbe choice of a Paradigm case oanpanion who can be seen

heard fits with all the early research.

imaginary playmates "can be seen
are livin;J children" (p. 7).

am.

am. heard

Hal:vey (1918) 2 notes that

heard as vividly as if they

Hurlock arxi Burstein (1932) reach

the same cxmclusion, statin; that

be seen

am.

II

in m::st cases, this canrade can

as if he were real" (p. 388).

Jersild et al.

(1933) describe cases "in which the imaginary oanpanian has so
much apparent reality arxi permanerre as to appear to be almost a

self-sustained childish delusion emcwed with hallucinatocy
vividness" (p. 103).

SVen:3sen (1934) states that "there is clear

irxlication that the experience is acxxvpanied by visual imagery"
(p. 997).

Ames arxi I.earned (1946) state that sane children ''may

even seem to see the oanpanion eideticallY'' (p. 156).
In fact there was oo question that sane children see their

oanpanions until Despert (1940, 1948) objected to the notion of
nonnal children "hallucinatin;J".

Wi.shin;J to disavow that the

experience of oonnal children was in

~

way ccmparable to that of

schiz~cs, in her influential papers she stated
11

enp1atically" that there was oo evidence of true hallucinations

or delusions in the oonnal preschoolers she studied.

Although

sane subsequent writers have followed Despert's lead, excludin;
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imaginary canpanions fran the category of childhood hallucination
(e.g. Eisenberg, 1962; Rothstein, 1981), others have inclu:ied them
as hallucinatory :(ilenanena (e.g. Weiner, 1961; Siegel, 1977).
Gi~ that the Paradigm

case

canpanion can be seen arxi heard

by the child, what status does the child give to this ccmpanion?
'lbere are at least three ~ons.

First, the child may see the

ccmpanion as sinply real, in the way that ordinary piysical
objects are real.

'!his is only plausible with very yoorq

children, for whan the distinction between reality arxi unreality

is still shaky.
Seconi, the child may regard the ccmpanian as purely

imaginary.
J;X)Sition.

Despert (1948) arxi Eisenberg (1962) favor this
'Ibey believe that normal children deny aey reality to

their canpanions arxi see them only as ''make-believe" or "preten:l".
Adult recollections of imaginary canpanions do not support
this J;X)Sitian.

Vostrovsky (1895) fo.mi that 81% of her

resporrlents "speak definitely,

in sane way, of the reality of

these ccmpanions to them" (p. 397).

Hurlock arxi Burstein (1932)

fo.mi that "as many as 81% of the girls arxi 60% of the boys
testify that the playmate was real to them" (p. 386).

Nagera

(1969) quotes a 9-year-old's succinct appraisal of her ccmpanion:
"I invented her ••• of course, she was real." (p. 191)
'lberefore, the status ~on discJJssed in the
oonceptualizatian above will be taken as paradigmatic.

In this

case, the child sees the canpanion as real rut different fran

flesh

am

blcxd canpanions.

Circumstances
'lllere is a wide variety of circumstarx::es in which children

are likely to gain behavior potential by havin; imaginacy
canpanions,

am

the examples to be presented below were chosen to

illustrate this variety.

Sanetimes imaginacy canpanions are

?JrEUY expressive, enablin; children to "do their own thi.rg" in a
way that they couldn't do othel:wise given the ci.rCl.nnstances they
are in.

other times canpanions are m:>re adaptive, helpin;

children to operate in the parents' world in a way they couldn't
otheiwise.

In either case oompanions are status-enhancin;.

In the area of m:>ral develcpnent, imaginacy canpanions are

primarily adaptive.

Orll.dren are initially catpletely depen1ent

upon their parents for decisions aba.rt \<mat behaviors are right

am

wrorq.

An imaginacy canpanion, ha-lever, may help a child to

acquire carrpetence in male.in; his or her own decisions,

am

thereby

to function m:>re Wependently of his or her parents. (Cf. M.Jnroe,

1894; SWett, 1910; Sperlin;, 1954; Fraibexg, 1959; Nagera, 1969).
For example, in a situation where the child is strugglin;
with a desire to do sanethi.rg he or she knows is wren;, an
imaginaey canpanion may soodenly materialize on the scene.

'llle

c:x:,npanion may add sufficient weight an the side of "Do \<mat's
right" so that the yo..n-q child gives ethical reasons appropriate
priority without needin; a remirxier fran his or her parents.
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Alternately the canpanion may appear as the one 'Who wants to "do
the deed".

'Ihe c:hl.l.d is then in a position

to remirxi the

carpanion of ethical reasons for not doirg it, arxi the two may
negotiate the :reasons for arxi against the behavior.

SUch

ca:rpanions help the c:hl.l.d leam to use relevant perspectives in

makin:J

judgnvmts.

In general canpanions may arise \tmeneVer a c:hl.l.d needs same

additional reality in order to operate effectively in the adult
world.

Fraiberg (1959) describes a tillle in her niece's life 'When

her niece was

0

very much afraid of animals 'Who cx:ul.d bite. . • even

the m::>re hannl.ess dogs of the neighbortlood" (i;p. 17-18).
wanted the c:hl.l.d

Adults

to treat the neighbortlood dogs as non-dargerous,

but the little girl cx:ul.d not see them that way.

In response

to

this situation, Iaughi.n; Tiger "spran; into existence" arxi

~cxx:,npcmied the child on all her forays.

Iaughi.n; Tiger made it

real to the little girl that the neighbortlood dogs were not
darqerous.

With him by her side she was able to harxile situations

that otherwise she might not have .been able to harxile.
I:maginacy canpanions may be status-restorirg.

Nagera (1969)

reca.mts the case of a 3-year-old girl 'Who had been in a war
nursery durin; World War II.

m::>ther at the en:i of the
an::l chickens" arrived,

After she went bane to live with her

war, a "brood of imaginazy animals, cats

too.

'Ihey ac::ccmpanied her eve?)'Where, arxi

''made her walks very similar to those she had taken with the other

tod:ilers 'Whan she had to leave at the nursery'' (pp. 187-188).

In
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this exanple the imaginary caapanians enabled the child to keep as
much of her old 'WOrld as she cnild, an:i helped minimize the anount

of "WOrld rec:anstruction required when she returned bane.
Harx:licapped children may use caapanians for status
equalization.

S~er (1973) reports that "alm::lS't all" of the

blin:i children he studied had an imaginary caapanion, "invariably
one who was sighted

child" (p. 38).

am m::>re

or less the same age as the blin:i

'Ibe sighted c:x::xrpanion had the ability to do many

th.irgs that the blin:i child cnild not do, behaviors like readin;;J
others' mail, f ~ hidden th.irgs, arrl warrler~ freely about
the school (S~er & streiner, 1966, p. 480).

'Ihe extra behavior

potential the blin:i child gains with such a caapanion enables the
child to be a "real kid"

am

not a freak.

I have saved until last the situation of the child who lacks
playmates, arrl creates caapanians to have saneone with wham to
Unfortunately there is a temerq in the literature to

play.

write as if "oo:rmal" children use c:x::xrpanians only to alleviate
loneliness, arrl any other use is a reflection of child
psychopathology (e.g., Manosevitz et al., 1973, p. 78).

Imaginacy

cx:mpanians may appear to oo:rmal children in a wide ran;e of
circum.stances, includin;J but not lilllited to loneliness, as
vehicles for 'WOrld ex>nstruction or rec:onstruction.
Fo:ans

am

Elaborations

Researchers have devoted a great deal of effort to ex>llect~

quantitative data on imaginacy c:x::xrpanians.

Tal:w.atians have been
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made of the age arxi sex of ccmpanions, but no consistent patterns

emerge across all the studies (Vostrovsky, 1895; Hurlock &

B.lrstein, 1932; SVerxisen, 1934; Ames
et al., _1973).

&

I.earned, 1946; Manosevitz

'Ihis lack of consistency at the denogl:aphic level

is not surprisin;.

catpanions are produced "top dc:Mn" (cf.

ossorio, 1982a, :pp. 3-5).

'lhe .ilnaginacy ccmpanion is the child's

intuitive world refornullation, arxi this refornullation call.d be
in::arrated in any rn.nnber of forms arxi still acx:a:nplish the
necessary world reconstruction.
One consistent fi.n:llig that does emerge

stulles is that ccmpanions are
~ther than an.ilnal fonn.
ran;1es fran

1973) •

110:re

in the quantitative

likely to appear in human

'lhe percentage of human ccmpanions

73% (Ames & Leamed, 1946) to 89% (Manosevitz et al. ,

Because it is likely that a child will gain

110:re

behavior

potential fran a relationship with another person than with an

aniJnal, it makes sense that children ten:l to choose human

Researd1ers have also camted the numbers of .ilnaginary

ccmpanions that children have.
have

110:re

'lhe percentage of subjects who

than one ccmpanion ran;Jes fran 28% (SVerxisen, 1934) to

63% (Ames & Leamed, 1946).

'lhe brood of cats arxi chickens

discussed above is an exanple of m.lltiple ccmpanions.

Sanetimes the child's first canpa11ion may serve essentially
as a wedge, ~ the door for other canpanions.

'lhe child's

first ccmpanion may violate real world requirements only
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minimally, an::l may offer the child an opporb.mity to practice
maneuver.in:; in a world with an imaginary campanion.

Once the

child has leanm to manage in a world-with-a-ccmpanion, the child

then is free to cx:mstruct the kims of campanians

wno

will give

him or her the m::st :behavior potential.
Green

(1922), for exanple, describes a 3-year-old boy

initially had a campanion named Macy.
in:iefinite be.in:;" (p. 24).

svemsen

''Mary was a very vague an::l

Within a few weeks however, Macy had

acquired an imaginary m:>ther
for the boy.

wno

wno

became the m:::>re salient campanion

(1934) suggests that such "elaboration

alorg family lines occurs m:::>re frequently than parents are aware"
(p. 994).
'nle multiplication of campanians may also reflect the

irx:reas.in:; differentiation of the child's world.

SWett (1910)

describes how as his daughter's ability to use ethical concepts
increased, her campanion chan:Jed fran be.in:; one little girl "into

an imaginacy society of little girls" (p. 109).

It is tempt.in:; to

speculate that the society of girls reflected the increas.in:;
oarplexity of reasons that had cane into play in the child's

dloices.
Reality Constraints
Normatively parents' worlds have a place for their child to
have his or her
child p.Its

av.in

~

world.

Parents may be fascinated by how their

together, an::l may delight in see.in:; how their

child's world develq:>5 fran a sinple, incauplete structure into
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one of irx::reasirq ccmplexity an:i canprehensiveness.
has

er¥:U3h of his or

Once a child

her own world, imaginary ca.npanions may

appear.
Most parents of youn:] children accept

am may even encourage

children's interactions with their companions.

SVerx1sen (1934)

founi that 90% of the parents in her study accepted or encouraged
ca.npanions (p. 992).

Al.m:>st 40 years later, Manosevitz et al.

(1973) reported ccmparable statistics:

"Parents encouraged the

bnaginazy ca.npanian in 50% of the cases, ignored it in 43% of the
cases, 'While only 7% discouraged the child's imaginary companion"
(p. 76) •

'llle suggestion has been made that lower-class parents

may be 1DUCh less aooeptirq of imaginary playmates than middleclass parents (F.reyberg, 1973, p. 135), but SVerxlsen's study
included "families of all social an:i econanic levels" (p. 989).
Parents' aooeptance of the

a::rrpan.ions of

yollll:1

~

allows the imaginary

children to exist with relative freedan from

real world requirements.

While parents will confront older

children alxut peculiarities in their worlds, an:i provide guidance
so that the older child's world is not irxxmsistent, parents of

yourq children may simply take pleasure in the child havirq a
world, with the option of an imaginary companion an extra feature.
Of course there are sane constraints on what the child can
say about his or her companion.

For exaIIple, if the plants are

founi uprooted, an:i the child says "Mary (my o:::m:paTlion] did it",
the parents will hold the child acxnmtable.

Specifically, what
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the child says about the canpanion cannot generally be used to
evade the rules that hold in the parents' hoosehold.

But as lorg

as the ocmpmion is not used for p.n:poses of evasion, parents seem
to respect whatever place the canpanion has in the child's world.
(cf. Munroe, 1894, p. 184;

Green, 1922, pp. 17-18;

SVerrlsen,

1934, p. 996).
As

part of this respect, parents let the child define how

parents are only a l l ~ to be involved as facilitators to the
child's plans (e.g. at the child's request, p.Ittin;J an extra
sarxiwich in the picnic basket for the cx,npanion) •

'Ibey are not

a l l ~ to initiate interaction of their own with the child's
imaginary canpanion.

'Ihe exclusion of parents fran high

pc:Mer

activities with the child's cx,npanion makes sense in that it would

be difficult for parents to treat an imaginary canpanion in ways
that preseJ:Ve the place the canpanion has in the child's world
withrut sane directions fran the child.

Saneti:mes a child may invite other children to share his or
her imaginary cx,npanion.

Together children may create a

consensual world in which the imaginary c:x:,mpaT'lion has a place.

For example they may have tea parties with him or her, play tag,
etc. (cf. HaJ:vey, 1918, pp. 17-18).

In these cases the

cx,nparuon' s place in the oansensual world seems not to jeopardize
the place that the cx,npanion has for its original creator.
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Hurlock an:1 Burstein (1932) foon:i that only 20% of children

were willin; to share their carpanions (p. 386) •
cnrpmions may not be shared m::>re often

One reason why

is the darger of ridicule

by siblin;s or playmates, which can result in a quick death for an

imaginacy carpanion.

As an exanple here, Harvey (1918) describes

an instance where an older sister eavesdropped on her yo.n-qer
sister's conversation with her imaginacy friend McGunty, arrl
gleefully related the conversation to the family.
sister was never able to see McGunty again.

'lhe yc:,.n-ger

"She tried as hard as

she cc:w.d to brin; Mc:Gl.mty back, an:1 was very lonesane without

her •••• :t:ut McGunty's d i s a ~ was pennanent'' (p. 21).

Her

sister's ridicule made it ilrpossible for the child to carry off
the relation to her carpanion anymre.
Parents may

also brin; an abrupt end to the life of an

imaginacy carpanion.

Althoogh parents generally respect the

clahn.s that children make

~

their carpanions, sametiltles

they may fail to appreciate the significarx::e of a youn; child's
behavior.

Harvey (1918) gives the exanple of a child named Alice,

whose carpanion May was squashed to death when Alice's m::>ther

inadvertently sat on her.

Miss Alice says that she screamed, arrl did her best to keep
her m::,ther fran sittin; dCMJ'1 in the chair, wt her m::>ther

laughed, not seem; anythin;J in the chair, an:1 sat dCMJ'l.

Miss Alice was terribly distressed, arrl cried for half a day,

:t:ut May was dead arrl never reappeared.

(p. 15)
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Given all the other creative solutions children generate in
deal:in;J with caopanion realities, it may seem that they should be
able to get aroorxl the problem of caopanion-death-by-squashin;.
B.It

in fact children have a hard time gett:in;J

arc::AJl'Xi

it, an:i

sitt:in;J on a child's caopanian terrls to be fatal.
Life

Span an:i Departure

Actuarial data on imaginary caopanions is difficult to obtain
in part because many companions vanish uneventfully.

Mart.in

( 1915) quotes a college student whose description of his

caopanions' departure is fairly typical:

''When they

finally

ceased one by one to cane to see me I often regretted their
~

an:i

'Ihe

wonjered

'What had beo:Jne of them" (p. 253).

start of school is the event llOSt often cited in

conjmlctian with caopanian departure.

Smith (1904) asserte:i that

the imaginary playmates of a yamg child usually continued "until
the child began to go to school, or was otherwise brcu;Jht into
contact with children of the same age" (p. 475).

SUbsequent

researchers have reiterated this idea (e.g. Hurlcx:::k & :airstein,
SVemsen, an:i Ames & Ieamed) •

Several factors may contril:JUte to the reported connection

between school e.ntrame an:i caopanian exit.

Sane

imaginary

caopanions are called into be:in;J to fill erpty playmate places in
children's world.

To the extent that children value their

imaginary caopanions because they are fun to play with, they may
realize the same value with liv:in;J children.

Onoe flesh an:i

blood
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playmates are available, they may take the place of the imaginary

ones.

In such

cases, the circumstance that brought forth the

imaginary cxmpanion, i.e. no one with whan to play, no larger
exists, arrl the imaginary cxmpanion vanishes.
'!he

start of school also traditionally marks a transition

point for children arrl their parents.

It is the point where the

child needs to leave the protection of bane arrl adapt to the
de:manjs

of the larger cammmity.

In anticipation of this break,

parents may naturally increase their requirements on the child to
speak arrl

act in realistic ways.

'Ibey may

no lcn;Jer give the

school age child the same leeway as a yourger child when it canes
to imaginary cxmpanions.

Because of pressure fran increased parental constraints or
because of lack of need, same imaginary cxmpanions depart at the

start of school.

Many apparently do

researdlers mentioned above all

not.

Although the

state the CXJ'lffl'Amity position on

school entranoe/caipanion exit, they do not errlorse it themselves.

For example, Ames arrl I.eamed (1946) state their personal
conviction as follows:
'IhaJgh

oor present data do not yield this information,

we

believe that both imaginary animal arrl imaginary hl.nnan
carpanions continue in many children durirg the years from 5
to 10.

As a rule these carpanions are kept entirely secret,

or are shared with same other child, but are not diwlged to
parents. (p. 153)

In contrast to the school entrance account of cx,rpanion
departure, Ben:ler

am Vogel (1941) offer a m::,re general view.

'!hey recognize that a variety of situations can be carpanion-

evokin;, am assert that ccmpanion departure is related to ~ e s
in whatever envirornnental situation evoked. the oarpanion.

'Ihey

feel that carpanions are "used durin; a time of need but
immediately given up when the need no lOn:Jer exists" (p. 65) •

Acoordin; to

Ben:ler

am Vogel, carpanions will only

reappear if

the environmental stress again becxtres overwhel.mirg.

Settin; aside for a m::ment the fact that ccmpanions are born
in positive as well as adverse situations, consider a carpanion

en;en:lered by a problematic situation.

Once

exists, he or she may offer the child a

r'Bil

unrelated to the_original problem.

'Ib the

this cx::mpal"\ion

set of opportunities

extent that the child

exploits this additional behavior potential, the cx,rparu.on may be
maintained even thoogh the evokin; situation has ~ e d .

For example a carpanion may be born of loneliness or lack of
playmates, but offer the child different behavioral possibilities
fran those that later becane available in relation to his or her
schoolmates.

In this case the imaginary carpanion will not

disappear just because

"real" playmates are~ available.

In

acx:ordarx:=e with the maxim that a person will not choose to
actualize less behavior potential rather than m::,re, the child will
naturally maintain both sets of relationships am enjoy the
potentials each offers.
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In addition, the child may have becane attached to his or her

imaginary canpanion, arxi have JIX)re behavior potential with the
imaginary canpanion than with any substitute.

Even thcugh livirq

playma~ have becane available to the schcx:>lchild, they cannot

farfetched, it is worth notirg that Hurlock arxi Burstein (1932)
fami that 39% of their resporx'ients "actually preferred these
~

playmates to any real canpanions'' (p. 386).

'Ihe JIX)re

important the behavior potential or relationship

that the canpanion provides is to the child, the less likely that
the canpanion will vanish because of situational c::harqes or

increased parental requirements.
un1ergrourxi.

Instead, the canpanion will go

'Ihe child will cease

to talk about the canpanion or

play q,enly with him or her, thereby avoidirq the possibility of
derision for havin;J an imaginary friend.

art this also closes off

the possibility of negotiation with parents or siblin;s about the

canpanion' s existerv=e.

'Ihe canpanion then becanes subject only

the ecology of the child's

CMn

to

world construction.

While sane facilitation from circumstances may be required to
create a canpanion, arxi sane pressure fran increased real world
requirements may be required to eliminate one, very little is

required to maintain one (cf. the Awkward Rarqe for personal
relationships, Ossorio, 1983).

~tever covert ways the child

fWs to cxmtinue to interact with his or her canpanion will terx:i

to keep the canpanion real.

Orx::e undercover, the child's

carpanion may became less salient to the child, but the
relationship will terxi to continue for whatever behavior potential
it offers.
Ames

am

Ieamed (1946) do rx,t say what happens to covert

carpanions after the child turns 10, :tut other writers have
ol:lse%ved that imaginacy carpanions may persist into adulthocxi.
Kirkpatrick (1907) camnents that ''where t h e ~ continues,

as it sanetimes does, into adult life, it often takes the form of
a continued story, in which the imaginacy characters figure, arrl
perha:ps grow older as their creator does" (p. 139).
(1896)

am Harriman

(1937) give exa.nples of

Vostrovsky

this fantasy sort of

conti.rruance.
In other cases the imaginacy carpanion continues to be

visually present.

Harvey (1918) disoJSses three such cases, but

notes that such persistenc:le is

''unusual" .

"'Ihese three cases are

about the only ones in the series of 109 that have been carefully

studied, in which there is a persistenc:le of the playmate
elq)erienoe into the adult years" (p. 16).

Hurlock an:i Burstein

(1932) foun:i JmJCh higher rates of persistenc:le.

Based on

questionnaire data fran high school arrl college students, they
frurd that "ane-fc:mth of the girls arrl alm::lst half of the boys
have maintained this frienjshlp up to the present time" (p. 389).
Many of the imaginacy carpanions that Hurlock arrl Burstein

studied were late onset carpanions, a strain presumably born in

greater secrecy arrl m:,re tailored to real world requirements than
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case carpanion.

the Paradigm

In aa:lition,

are born at a time when the child's world arxi place are generally
m::>re

solidified than those of a child aba.lt to leave the rruclear

family for school.

For these reasons, the carpanions that Hurlock

arxi Burstein studied may have been m::>re resistant to extinction
than the ones Hal:vey studied.

Methodological differences may also account for the
discrepancy

in their fin:iin;s, however. Hurlock arxi Burstein

(1932) asked on an ananym::,us questionnaire "Ik>es the playmate ever
aR)ear

to yru now?" (p. 390), rut Harvey (1918) asked in face to

face .intel:vier,,.,s ''When did

they cease

to awear?" (p. 16).

Significance
'llle fact that ocmpanions may cantinue to

exist through the

school years arxi beyon:l has been a source of concern to some
psychologists.
who

create arxi

Questions have been raised as to whether "children
then maintain their

imaginary carpanions for a

period of years finally l:eo::IDe schizophrenic" (Berrler, 1954,
p. 51) • Are imaginary carpanians "a precursor of contact
disturbances as fourxi

At face value,

in schizq:hrenia" (Despert, 1948, p. 532)?

there is sane gra.mjs

for concern.

When

people have imaginary carpanians, their real world is different
fran the

lives.

ordinal'.y real world within which m::>st people live their

People with imaginary CXJJpan.ians effectively are play~

with a wild card that other people lack.

It makes sense to ask

"Is this wild card a vehicle for stability arxi reality contact, or
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is it a passbook to craziness?" A priori, we cannot say that it
is one or the other.

Enpirically what evidence there is suggests that an imaginary
carpanion is generally a vehicle for stability.
follow-ups in "early adulthood" on 14 people

Ben:ler

who had

(1954) did

reported

imaginary carpanions durirq psychiatric hospitalizations in
childhocxi.

None of the 14 had ever becane psychotic.

Further analysis shOv,1S why dill.dren with imaginary carpanions

'WO.ll.d tern not to

becxJre

psychotic.

Part

of the disability

evident in persons diagnosed as schlzc:pu-enic is the inability to
assign statuses to themselves an:i others, or to appreciate hCM
stages an:i options fit into larger social patterns (cf. Kantor,
1977; Roberts, 1985a). Hc:Mever to have an imaginary o::rcpa,iion
the child mist be able to create a script for that o::rcpanion.
Creatirq such a script requires sane degree of skill at status

assignirq am sane cq:preciaticm of social practices.

By

their

very nature, the abilities reflected in the maintenance of an

imaginary c::arpanion terxi to set children apart fran the
schizc:pu-enic catego:ry.
Of ca.Irse there are no guarantees of success playirq with a
wild card, an:! thirqs may not go well for the child with imaginary
o::rcpanions.

Sanetimes the child's relation to a carpanion may be

a vehicle for pathology.

B.lrnham

(1893) warned that with

children, "sanetimes the i;:nantcms of their

Ovll'l

creation becane

unmanageable like the delusicms of the insane" (p. 213).
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In u r x : 1 ~ why carpanions may became pathological,

oonsider the situation where a child "adopts" a family in the
neighbomood.

'Ihe child gradually

sperm; more

and more time with

his or her adoptive family, and gets more and more attac:hed to

them.

Finally the child decides "I'd rather live over

there",

because the child has more status and behavior potential with the
adcptive family than at bane.

Similarly, a child who creates an

imaginary family or ccmmunity may cane to have m::>re and more
behavior potential with this imaginary group, and became abso:i::berl
with them to the exclusion of his own family, peer group, etc.

Several cases in the literature where the child's ongoin;J
relationship with imaginary carpanions became pathological seem to
be of this sort (Green, 1922, W• 33-40;

17 4) •

In ooth

Wickes, 1966, W• 171-

cases, hc7.,,iever, the children would have been

diagnosed as neurotic rather than psychotic, and who is to say

that these children would not have becane more dist:urbed without

their carpanions.
Even \tJhen children who have had imaginary carpanions go on to
becx:me psychotic, the imaginary o::mpanion may not be the vehicle

for the loss of reality oontact.

Despert (1948) made the

interestirq obseJ:Vation that "in 2 children who had had imaginary
carpanions prior to the onset of schizophrenia, the imaginary
figures were not involved in the delusional structure" (p. 535).

Her obseJ:Vation supports the notion that children became psychotic
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in spite of their imaginary campanions rather than because of

them.
'llle review of facts abc::ut imaginary campanions themselves is
nl::M

canplete.

concernin:J

In. the next section I will briefly review firxiings

which children have companions.

Orildren who have Imaginary Companions
Imaginary companions are not a rare i;tienamena.

Estimates of

the frequency of imaginary campanions vary from 13% to 28% or

higher, depemin;;J on the rarge of cases in::luded by researchers
( s e e ~ A).
m::>re

Same

of the early stulies foun:i that girls were

likely to have imaginary campanions than boys, b.lt the m::,re

recent studies (Schaefer, 1969 ;
that boys

am

Marx:lsevitz et al. , 1973) indicate

girls have an equal in::idence of imaginary

oampanions.
An only child is not m::,re likely to have an imaginary

companion than a child with sibl~.

Because of researchers'

assurrption that only children are lonely,

am

researchers'

insistence that imaginary campanions serve only to alleviate
loneliness, the relationship between only children
oampanions has often been touted.

am

imaginary

As early as 1898, Bohannon

declared that only children ''very often i.rdul.ge in imaginary
oarpanionship to cc:q,ensate for inadequate real campanionship"
(p. 476).

But in the two stulies where ccrrparisons are reported

between children with imaginary campanions

am

a control group of

children without companions, significant differences are not foum
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with respect to the frequercy of only children (Hurlcx::k &

Burstein, 1932, W• 383-384; Manosevitz et al., 1973, p. 74).
Sane ten:iency

for firstbom children to favor campanions has

been foond (SVendsen, 1934, p. 991;

Manosevitz et al., 1973,

fin:iin; is explained in tenns of the "no playmates"

p. 74).

'!he

cliche.

An altel:nate

explanation is that the buddin;J companions

of firstoom children are less subject to bein; n i ~ than the
campanions of children with older brothers arxi sisters.

A

bitin;

camnent by an older siblin; may check the emergence of a younger

siblin;'s campanion.
Illlaginacy cx:,:rpa11ions are not l:i:mitei to children with high
IQ's.

Remarks :recx:x::ur in the literature to the effect that "no

stupid child ever had an imaginary playmate" (Hazvey, 1918, p. 23)
or ''yoo never see it [an imaginary playmate] in a dumb child"
(Pines, 1978, p. 106).

But

in fact, cut of 12 cases on which

Bemer (1954) reports IQ data, 3 children 'WOul.d be classified as

dull ro:rmal in intelligence arxi 2 as borderline.

Likewise,

Illkiarotlcz (1969) presents the case of a mentally retarded girl
(IQ 68) lrtlO had imaginary playmates

(w.

325-326).

'!here is sane ten:iency for cmpanions to favor brighter

children, althalgh researchers who had aCXleSS to school records
state this fin:iin; cautioosly.

SVerm;en

(1934) reported that

campanions are "probably mre prevalent" in children with superior
intelligence (p. 990).
lrtlO were

Jersild et al. (1933) wrote that "children

able to describe definite make-believe playmates had a
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higher average I.Q. than the children who were unable to do so"
(p. 106).

Jersild (1968) leaves open the possibility that lower

IQ children may have cx:mpanions but be unwillirg to disclose them
to an experimenter (p. 396).

Managirg a real world that has a special category of reality
in it -

real but not like an ordinary material object -

require a certain level of intelligerx::e.

may

'llle greater carplexity

of such a world presents problems that may be difficult for a
child without the requisite intelligence to han:lle.

An imaginary

ocmpanion who appeared to such a child might be eliminated by the
reality constraint that "It's not a physical object", unless the
child's need was extremely great.

'lhis would mean that there is a

decreasirg probability of imaginary cx:mpanions at the lower em of
the IQ distribution, acx::ountirg for the slightly higher mean IQ

for the imaginary ocmpanion group.
Finally, imaginative children are not mre likely to have
imaginary cx:mpanions, despite over 90 years of assertions that
imaginary ocmpanions are a matter of imagination (Bllrnham, 1893 to
Cornelius & Yawkey, 1985) •

It has yet to be shown either

con:::eptually or enpirically that the phenanena of imaginary
ocmpanions has anythirg to do with imagination.
Writers over the years who have classified imaginary
cx::npanions as imaginative phenanena have always had ananalies to
explain, for example, cases ""1ere the m:>St highly imaginative
children do not have cx:mpanions (e.g. Brittain, 1907, p. 170).

A
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:nore stri.kin; "irregularity'' is the fin::lirg of S~er ani streiner
(1966) that bl.in:i dtlldren are :nore limited than sighted dtlldren
on every measure of "imaginativeness" except imaginary campanions.
In none _of these instances is an explanation offered..

Notice that

treat~ campanions as 'WOrld constructive ani reconstructive
~

One

creates

rx>

anomalies of this sort.

fin::lirg about dtlldren who have imaginary campanions that

has received enpirical support is that these

dtlldren ''have

leanirgs ta.lard literary creativity'' (Schaefer, 1969, p. 748).

As

part. of an extensive biograiilical inventocy, Schaefer asked. 800
high school stu:Jents if they ever had any imaginary campanions.
He carpared stu:ients who had been recognized as creative in

varirus fields by their teachers to c:::ontrol students matched for
sex, year in school, . ani grade point average.

He found that for

both sexes, stu:Jents creative in the literary field reported
imaginary campanions significantly m::,re often than their matched
c:::ontrols.

Harriman (1937) ani Myers (1979) have presented case

material oansistent with Schaefer's fi.ndirq of a relation between
imaginary campanions ani literary creativity.

a playwright, crea~ a script for his or her campanion.

In

general the better the script, the :nore behavior potential gained
in relation to a CX111panion.

By

oantrast, saneone not good at

crea~ scripts wc,..ild probably not gain as 111UCh behavior
potential fran a relation to a oanpanion, ani the imaginary
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canpanion might not erdure.

Saneone ~

as a child is good at

writirq scripts for a c:x:rrpanion is also likely to be better than
average as a teenager in creative writirq, so the relatia1Ship
Schaefer fa.m:i is not surprisirq.
Researchers have looked at a ran:Je of other personal

characteristics to try to create a profile of a c:hild likely to
have an i:maginacy canpanion, but no such personality profile
emerges across studies (Jersild, 1968, p. 396) •

'!he search for

the canpanion-prone personality was presumably 110tivated in part
by a desire to underst.ard why less than one-third of children have

i.maginacy canpanions am two-thirds do not.
'Ihe parametric analysis frees us fran the nee1 for relatively

ad haninem or ad hoc explanations.

When children do

not have

cx:,npanions, it is because circumstances were not oonducive;

was too much pressure fran real world requirements;

not enough gain in behavior potential.

there

or there was

'Ihe analysis also enables

us to urx:lerstand the facts that have been observed with sane
regularity about children
review:

~

have imaginacy axrpanions.

'Ib

Firstborns are more likely to maintain canpanions because

they are not subject to the ilrposition of real world requirements
by older s:iblirqs.

Bright children are more likely to maintain

cx,:npanions because they are not limited by the "It's not a
IX1Y5ical abject" constraint.

Am children with creative writirq

ability are more likely to have axrpamons because they are able
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to create greater behavioral possiliilities in the scripts they
make up for their canpanions.

Ghostly Cmpanions
Since Marris (1958) ?,lblished his observations on grief in
youn:J

widows fran I.Dl'xion's East En1, "sensin; the presence" of the

deceased person has gained greater acceptance as a part. of normal

grief.

For example Parkes {1965), in a description of "typical

grief", writes that "the sufferer is preoccupied with t.hooghts of
the dead person who is CXJ'IIIJPnly felt to be present" (p. 14).

Likewise ca.plan (1974) writes of the "normality" of widows'
"illusions that the dead husbarrl is still present in same fonn"
(p. viii).
Although ghostly canpanions are JIX)I'e ackncMledged row as a
normal part of grief, relatively little has been written about the
origination, status, life span, ~ e of cases, or irx:iden::,e of
such canpanions.

I was able to fin::i only five reports of case

studies dealin; with ghostly canpanians.

Sedman (1966) descrilies

the bereavement hallucinations of several British psychiatric
inpatients;

Matchett (1972) an1 Shen (1986) describe nx:,umin;

hallucinations anxm; Hopi In:tians;
examine post-death visions

allXl1"g

MacDonald an1 OOen ( 1977)

native Hawaiians;

(1980-81) gives examples of nx:mmin; presences

an1 Hoyt

allXl1"g

psychotherapy

outpatients.
'lbe facts about ghostly canpanions that are presentm below

have been garnered pr.illlarily fran bereaven-ent research.
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Apperxilces C arxi D give an overview of the studies used;

only

reports of grief in non-psychiatric pop.llations are included.
Because these studies deal primarily with the grief of widcJr.,,,s arxi

widowers, m::>St of the examples below are of ghostly spouses.
Origination arxi status
As with imaginary oanpanions of dlildhood, the first

appeararx::e of the deceased spouse seems

unexpected.

to be involuntacy arxi

It is not generally a matter of the sw:viving spouse

trying to conjure up his or her deceased partner.

Rather the

deceased partner simply appears. Gorer (1965) offers an example

fran a 48-year-old shq>keeper:

watc:hin::J

I was upstairs after the wife died arxi I was
television for the first time after she died;

arxi all of a

sudden I cx,ul.d see Irrf wife as plain as anythirq, sitting in

one of those chairs.

I flew downstairs arxi never went in

that roam again •••• It was very frightening.

(p. 57)

Rees (1975) offers a silnilar example frcan a wcman widc:Jr«ed. 5 years:

"Once he [her deceased husbarrl] came to the door when I was

preparing lunch arxi I saw him.
Because of the vivid

It was an awful shock" (p. 69).

detail arxi extreme clarity of such

visions, it may seem to the perceiver for a m:ment as if the
deceased. person had actually cc::me back to life.

In the two

examples given, the experience is like seeing the "Face in the
wall" ("What kirxi of 'W'Orld is this if the dead retum?").

'llle
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vision is upsettirq and disruptive to the person's sense of the
'W'Orld as an omerly place.
For other adults the experience is not disruptive.
example Sir Walter

So:,tt,

For

an seeirq a vision of his deceased

frierrl Byran, immediately realized that he was hallucinatin;J.
So:,tt

(1830) reports that he "felt no sentiltlent save that of

worxier at the extraordinal:y accuracy of the resemblance" (p. 44).
After the vision resolved, he tried ''with all his power" to

recreate it but was unable to do so.
!ik:)st

.bereaved persons do not take the position of a mere

observer of such a vision nor do they react with fear.

Instead

they seem to weloane the vision, and fin:i it a soorce of oanfort
and solace.

Rees (1971), in a stu:iy of the entire widc:Me:i

pop.ilatian of a well-defined area in Wales, fa.Ind. that 78% of
widc:Me:i persons who had visual hallucinations of the dead spouse

felt helped by them, and 73% of widc:Me:i persons who had illusions
of the deceased spouse's presence felt helped by this experience
(p. 40).
On seein;J the phantan spouse, sane people have inp.llses to

en:Jage in behavior tcMards him or her.

Sanetimes such inp.llses

are resisted, as reported by Parkes (1970b).

He describes a

I.orrlan widow who noted "If I didn't take a stron; hold an myself
I'd get tal.kirg to him" (p. 194).
other people do en:;age in such behavior, as described by

Lin:1emann (1944) in his classic paper an grief:
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A YCAJn:1 navy pilot lost a close frien:i;

he remained a vivid

part of his imagecy, not in terms of a religious SUIVival rut
in terms of an imagi.nacy C"X'JT{)anian.

He ate with hi:m arrl

talkEd over problems with hi:m, for instance, discussi.n; with

hi:m his plan of joinin; the Air Corps.

(p. 142)

Rees (1971) fam:l that nm are m::,re likely than wamen

with the dead spouse:

to speak

19. 7% of nm, as carpared to 9.3% of women,

report speakirg to their deceased spouse (p. 38).
In addition to talkirg with their :r;:rantan spouses, sane

people are reluctant to be away for lan;r periods of tiJDe fran
them.

Parkes (1972) reports that several widows "expressed the

feelin;;J that they mJSt hurry hane whenever they went out because
their husbarrl would be waitin;;J.

One of these tenninated a visit

to her sister prematurely because she felt that she had left her
husban::l

too lan;r" (p. 50).

Silllilarly Rees (1975) reports an a

wanan widowed 9 m:mths who resisted pressure fran others to m::we

fran her hane.

She stated that she was unwillin;;J

deceased husbarrl: "I often hear hi:m

quite plainly.

walkirxJ

to leave her

abc:ut.

He speaks

He looks YCAJn:1er, just as he was 'When he was all

right, never as he was ill" (p. 69).
'Ihose who have a relationship to a ghostly spouse may also

decline to remarry an account of this relationship.

Rees (1971)

reports that one widow he spoke with broke off an en;Jagement
because she felt that her :r;:rantan husban:i was opposed to it
(p. 39) •
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People who are canforted by the presence of their

spc:,.lSeS,

or

who behave towards them, do not deny the fact that their spouses

are dead in body.

Parkes (1972) foun:i al.m::>st no correlation ( . 08)

between "difficulty

in acceptin; the fact of loss" an:i a widow's

sense of her husbarx:!.' s continued presence.

Likewise he foun:i a

nan-significant correlation (.22) between "difficulty in acceptin;J
the fact of loss" an:i illusions an::i hallucinations of the deo?ased

husban:i durin; the first m::mth after his death (p. 208).

If

people accept the fact that their spruses are dead, how do we
ac:xx,unt for their contirnrln; behavior towards the spouse?
Followin; the loss of a spouse, the natural reaction is 'WOrld
reconstruction to try to achieve a con:iltion in which there is not
a loss (Ossorio, 1975).

As a result of such reconstnictive

efforts, a :person may fim hirn~lf or herself in a 'WOrld in which

a Ji'l,antan spouse appears.

Sane

peq:>le may fim suc:h an appearance

upsettin;J an:i do th.in;s to prevent recurrences, as in the case of
the shopkeeper who never "'1el'lt in the roan where his wife appeared

again.

Similarly, a wanan who "could not get away from the notion

that her husban:i was still sittin; in his chair" deciderl to sit in
his chair herself (Parkes, 1972, p. 51).

('Ihe fate of her

imaginaey husban:i has sane resemblance to the fate of May, a

childhood imaginaey cxmpanion diSOJ.SSed earlier [supra, p. 33]).
In cases such as these, it seems unliJcely that the ghostly

c:x,npm.i.on would sw:vive in the :person's 'WOrld.

•
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But people who fin::l the appearance of the spouse helpful may

create a special status for the envisioned spouse.

'!his status

may be one in which the spouse "is dead in body but not in
spirit"._ Just as with childhood imaginary carpanions, if the
person acts in any way whatever in relation to the ghostly spouse,
an:l if the person learns

to manage the oc:mplexities that havin;J

such a spouse creates, the ghostly spouse is likely to beccme an

established part of his or her world.
When this is the

case, the person does not have as great a

loss of behavior potential.

In sane essential respects th.i.rgs are

as they WCA.lld be if the spouse had not literally died.

Because

his or her spirit remains, the sw:vivin;J spouse is able to
preserve sane of the possibilities that were \miquely shared with

his or her life partner, but also to acknowledge the partner's
bodily death.
Life Span
'Ihe available literature in::licates that a relationship

ghostly spouse may last a lorq time.

to a

Parkes (1970a) , who follc:Med

22 Laman widows thralgh the first 13 m:mths of bereavement,

reported that 55% of these widows still felt the presence of their
spouses at the en:i of his study (p. 464).

Likewise Glick, Weiss,

an:l Parkes (1974), who followed 49 yc,.m;J Boston widows through the

first year of their bereavement, note that "the sense of the

persistin;J presence of the husban:l did not cilininish with t.illle.
seemed

It

to take a few weeks to beo::Jne established, but thereafter
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seemed as likely

to be reported late in the bereavement as early"

(p. 147).
Rees (1971), ltmO inteiviewed widowed persons as lorg as 40

years post-bereavement, confinned the lorgevity of relationships

to a

~

spouse.

He reports that post-bereavement

hallucinations "often laste:l many years but were m:>St c:c::anm:m
duri.rg the first 10 years of widowhood" (p. 37).

If the relation

to a ghostly spouse is taken, for exanple, as the last 10 years of
a 40 year marriage, this lorgevity may be less surprisi.rg.
One

factor that may oontrib..rte to the errluri.rg nature of such

relationships is that they are often kept secret~

anyone

about

a ghostly carpanion gives such a carpanion exen-ption

fran ordinaey reality constraints.
Welsh widc:,ws

anyone

Not telli.rg

am

Rees (1971) fourxi that 72% of

widowers had never disclosed their experiences to

prior to his study,

am

Olson, Suddeth, Peterson,

am

Egelhoff (1985) fourxi that 54% of widows in rrursi.rg banes in North

caroli.na had not disrussed their experiezres with

anyone

prior to

their study.
Of course there is a risk of

detection when a widow or

wida-1er ~ges in overt behavior toward the ghostly carpanion.
Glick et al. (1974) present the "cover story" of one of their
Boston widc:,ws:
My

neighbor next door knocked at the door one day

am

I was

talkin; a blue streak, yelli.rg out as though B.lrt [her

deceased husbarxi] was in the bathroan.

She says, "You got
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oc:mpany?"

She says, ''Who are you tal.kirg

I says, ''No. 11

I says, "Ch, just my wanderirg thoughts again."

to?"

(p. 148)

cases

Range of

'Ihe description of a ghostly oanpanion presented thus far may
be taken as a Paradigm Case.

In the Paradigm Case the deceased

spouse appears unexpectedly, lookirg am sourx:1irg just as he or
. she did in life,

spouse.

am is a source of cx:anfort to the survivirg

'Ihe survivirg spouse interacts secretly with the

i:tiantarn

spouse, an:i their relationship errlures aver time.
Although this Paradigm Case picks oot sane of the cases of
ghostly oanpanions, there are a ran;1e of other cases that differ
from the Paradigm Case in potentially ilrportant ways.

'1hese

additional cases may be represented as transformations of the
Paradigm Case in a paradigm case formulation.

such

transformations include:
Tl.

Olan;Je the deceased person to a parent, grarrlparent, si.blirg,
friend, or other relation.
Widowed persons are not the only ones to have ghostly

oanpanians.

Cl'lildren may oontinue to relate to their deceased

parents (Sherman & Beverly, 1924, p. 167;

Cl'lilders, 1931, p. 112;

Keeler, 1954, p. 117); adolescents to their dead si.blirgs (Balk,
1983, p. 146) ;
1980-81);

yourg adults to cherished grarx::!parents (Hoyt,

an:i so forth.

T2.

c::han;:Je the ernlxx:3iment of the deceased fran his or her
familiar human form to arr:/ form recx,gnizable as embodyi.rq the
deceased's spirit.
Just as the gods in ancient Greece could take on arr:/ shape

they desired in interactin; with m:>rtals, the bereaved are not

limited to human forms in embodyi.rq the spirits of their deceased
relatives.

had died

3

One

of my clients, a 75-year-old widow whose husban:i

years previo.JSly, cxx::asionally felt the presence of a

fine old dog by her bedside.

She knew by the dog's loyalty arxi

protectiveness that this was her husban:i, stayin; near her even
thc:ugh parted

T3.

Al.lCM for

fran her by death.

sane

initial shock, fear, or discanfort on

seem;

the deceased, with the relation.ship only later beo:::miJ,g

canfortable.
For a person to take the presence of a deceased spouse
matter-of-factly, his or her world wcw.d already have to be
different fran the world nest of us take for granted.

Hence it

wcw.d not be surprisin; if a person initially reacted with sane
discomfort to

"seem;

a ghost".

But as larg as the person did not

actively try to prevent rea:we,arances of the ghost, he or she
might "leam to love 'em".
initially had

rx:,

Even thcugh the person's world

place for this sort of ~ ' the person

might be able to restructure the world erxu;h so that the ghostly
~

oculd have a place as a protector, guide, cx::mpanion, or

whatever.
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T4.

Cl"lan;Je the initial experience to one of illusions of the
deceased rather than hallucinations.

Sanetimes a person's initial sense of the dead spouse's
presen::e is not based an a hallucinatory experience, l:ut rather on
the misperceptian of sane existin] sight or sam:i.

For exanple, a

rustle of the curtains at night may be taken as the wife's
nightgown, or a creak an the stairs as the husban::i' s footfall.
Although such misperceptions may be fleetin:J arr:! easily corrected,
they may help make the possibility of the dead spouse's presence
real.

(Conpare D:>n Juan's use of illusions

in teachirg carlos a

new sense of reality [castaneda, 1972]).

TS.

Allow for awareness of the deoeased's presence without seein:J
an:3/or without hearin:J him or her.
A person may experience the feelin:J that saneane is present

without actually seein:J arr:! hearin:J him or her.

And when that

someone is as familiar as a spouse, the person does not need to
see or hear the other to identify with inner certainty \tmO it is
that is there.

Ac:cordirgly widowed persons often feel the

presence of their deceased spruses without

seein:J or hearin:J

them.

Notice that when this is the case, the spouse may be present
without bein:J placei in any particular position in space, as one
widow describes:
the place;

''He's not anywhere in particular, just arourx:i

it's a good feelin:J." (Parkes, 1972, p. 58)

'lhe deceased may also be seen without bein:J heard, arrl heard

without bein:J seen.

For exanple Rees (1975) describes a man
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widowed 16 years who may not have seen his deceased wife, but
certainly heard her:

"I fin:i hearin;' her breath.in';J distw:bi.n;,

but I like the feeli.n; she is in the house. "
T6.

(p. 69)

E l ~ t e the requirement that the survivi.n; spoose ergage in

overt behavior towards the i;ilantan spoose.
When the p-iantan spoose is present as described in T5, there

may not be any behavior called for on the part of the smvivi.n;
spouse.

Like the extra ccmpanion who sometilnes acx::cmpanies

explorers, the ghostly spoose may help the livi.n; spoose master a
sense of loneliness or darger but not invite interaction.
T7.

Eliminate the requirement that the relationship is an
errlurin;' one.

Although relationships to ghostly ccmpanions tem to be long
lasti.n;, this is not necessary.

Sane

may involve only a few brief

encounters, an::i others may be of short duration, just lon;r enough

to help the smvivi.n; spoose through the initial adjustment to the
loss . . One of the widowed persons i.ntaviewed by Rees (1975)

reported hearin;'

"sa.irm;

of oansolation for the first three

m::mths" (p. 69), but the relationship awarentl-Y erded after that.
TB.

Cllan:]e the experierx,e f:ran "involuntary'' to "cultivated".
Sane bereaved persons deliberately cultivate a sense of the

deceased person's presence.

In his lammark study Marris (1958)

described hc:M some widc:Ms "talked to his [the deceased husbarxi'sJ
~ i ; t i an::i iinagined that he advised them, cltm:3

to all his
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possessions arxi returned to places that they had freguente:i
together'' (p. 15).

Because in the Paradigm

case

the ghostly

c::arpanion appears spontanec,.Jsly arxi cannot be readily controlled
by the survivin; spouse, it would be interestin; to know what

difference such cultivation makes to the life arxi status of a
ghostly c::arpanion.
T9 .

Olan:Je the location of the deceased to "inside" the survivin;

spouse.
Just as

childhocd imaginary c::arpanions may be experienced as

bein; inside the body rather than o.rt:side (Wickes, 1966), so may
ghostly c::arpanions.

As one -wanan

reported.:

his presence, he is here inside me.
til'lle.
will

"It's not a sense of

'Ihat's 't.lhy I'm happy all the

It's as if two people were one. • • • I don't think I •ve the
pc::Mer

p. 459).

to carry on on 11.rJ

own so he

must be" (Parkes, 1970a,

Correspon::lin;'ly, Hoyt (1980-81) describes 2 cases of

bereaved persons "givin; up the ghost", that is, lett.irg the
dfa)ased person go back "o.rt:side" as a part of grief.
Incidence

Given the paradigm case formulation (PCF) presented above, it
would be interestin; to have frequency data stratified along the
lines of the Paradigm

case

arxi the transformations (cf. Ossorio,

1981a, p. 91 on the PCF stratified sanplin; design) •

rut because

research on ghostly cmpariions has not been guided by a systematic

formulation of this sort, it is not possible at present to report

the relative frequency of each group of cases in the paradigm case

fonmll.ation.

Same

incidence figures are available for selected

groups of cases, however, and these are reported below.

Ten percent seems to be a reasonable estimate of adults who

"see",

''hear", or "feel"

their deceased spouse.

SUpport. for this

estimate comes not only frcm the bereavement studies included in
Apperrlix D, but also fran Palmer's survey of a rarrlanl.y selected

sample of adult residents of Crarlottesville, Virginia.

Palmer

(1979) foon:l that 9.9% of the 354 townspeople in his sample "had,
while awake, a vivid impression of seein;1, hearin;1, or bein;1
touched by" a deceased person (p. 231).
A higher percentage of adults may have the experience

included by TS, "Allow for awareness of the deceased's presence
withoot seein;1 arx3/or withoot hearin;1 hiJn or her''.

bereavement studies summarized in Apperrlix

c,

Based on the

slightly less than

50% seems to be a reasonable estimate of the proportion of widor.Ned
adults who have experienced the preserx,e of their deceased spouse

in sane fonn or another.
0:>rx::erni.n:] the cases inclooed by T7, "Eliminate the
requirement that the relationship is an en:iurin;1 one", data from
Greeley's survey of a representative sample of the U.S. population
may be ~estive.
~

Greeley (1975) reported that 51% of the 110

adults in his sample had felt that they ''were really in

tooc:h with

saneone who had died".

Eighteen percent rep:>rted

havin;1 such contact "once or twice", 21% havin;1 such contact
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"several times", arxi 12% of widc:Med adults havin; such cxmtact

"often" (p. 39) •

Notice that these figures are only suggestive c::oncemin:;J the
len;th of the relationship because a widow(er) might sense that
the deceased spouse was present Oller the years withmt ever
feelirq "really in tc::uc:h" with h:ilD or her.

Or a person might have

a day-to-day sense of the person's presence with only rare m::ments
of beirg "really in tooch".

Greeley (1975) ackoowledges the

ambiguity of the question (p. 36), arxi the nee:l for "specific arxi
detailed descriptions of t h e ~ " (p. 42).
Adults who have Ghostly Spouses

In addition to oollectin; frequency data, researc::hers have

investigated the relationship between

:(i1antan spaJSeS arxi a

variety of factors in the lives of men an::i wanen.

studies, only one factor -

marital hanlDny -

Across all the

emerges

consistently as cxmtrib..rtin; to the presence of a ghostly spouse.
As the data of Marris, Rees, arxi Parkes show, marita1 hanrony

increases the likelihood of a ghostly spouse appearin;.3 Marris
(1958) foon:i that only one of five wanen (20%) 'Who "admitted their
marriages had been unhaWY'' felt the presence of her husban:l in
the halse, cxmpared to 35 of 67 wanen (52%) 'Who described their

marriages as happy

(w.

21-22).

Rees (1971)

reported "a oc:mplete

abserO':! of post-bereavement hallucinations" am:irXJ the 11 widows in

his study who stated that their marriages were unhappy (p. 39).
Parkes (1972) fourxi a significant oorrelation (.48) between "few
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illusions of the dead person durin; the first m:>nth" an:l the

frequercy of quarrelin; in a marriage

{w.

216-217).

Recall that one of the parameters relevant to whether or not

a person oonstruct.s a world with an imaginacy carpanian is the
gain in behavior potential that canes fran havin; such a

carpanian.

To the extent that a couple had a gocxi relationship,

the survivin; spouse has more behavior potential to lose when the

partner dies, an:l more to gain back if the partner reappears in

sane fo:rm.

'Ihus it is not smprisin; that ghostly spouses are

more likely when a marriage has been hai:py.
Residin; in a nursin; bane may also increase the likelihood
of havin; a

~

spouse.

'lhe stu:iy by Olson et al. {1985) of

widcMs in nursin; banes revealed notably high incidence rates for
visual hallucinations of a deceased spouse { s e e ~ D).

In

light of the parametric analysis, the Olson et al. results are not
surprisin;.

A woman in a nursin; bane generally does not have

llUlCh behavior potential.

'Ihus, if her spouse is present with her

in any sense, he will brin; to her a significant increase in
possibilities.

Am because requirements for real world

cansisterx=y are relaxed significantly~ a person is
institutionalized, there is little to keep a widow in a nursin;
bane fran seein; her dead husbarxi.
'I\iJo

factors that do not appear to affect the likelihood of a

ghostly spouse are sexual status {male or female) an:l ~ e of
residence.

Just as boys an:l girls have an equal incidence of

imagi.naiy oanpanions in childhood, men and wanen have an equal
in:idence of ghostly c:xnpanions as adults.

'Ihe prcp:,rtions of men

and wanen reportin; bereavement hallucinations or illusions of

presence were c:x:arparable within each of three bereavement studies:
6% of men canpared to 7% of wanen (Clayton, Halikas, & Maurice,
1971, p. 601);
p. 38);

50% of men canpared to 45.8% of wanen (Rees, 1971,

25% of men canpared to 18% of wanen (Glick et al., 1974,

p •. 267).

Likewise, charr;Je of residence does not seem to influence
whether or not a person has a relation with a ~ spouse.

A

leamin; theoi:y explanation might &.U:39est that the house a couple
shared provides "cues" for visions of the deceased

spouse, and

rem:win; the livin; spouse fran such cues 'WOUld stop the visions.
Rees (1971) reports that 43. 7% of his widc:Ms and widowers had

experienc:a:i a c:han:Je of residence after bereavement, and this
charqe did not affect the in:idence of hallucinations (p. 40).

In:xmsistent patterns of results emez-ge across studies for
the factors of age and S\Dlen spoosal death.

With respect to the

age at which a person is wi.dawied, Rees (1971) foun:3. that persons
'Who were 60 years or older when widc:Me1. were m::>re likely to have

visual hallucinations and m::>re likely to corn,erse with the dead
than those widc:Med at a ~ e r age.

He also foun:3. that people

widc:Med below the age of 40 were the least likely to be
hallucinated (J:t>. 38-39).

Olson et al. (1985) report a

cw:vilinear relation, with wanen in the yoorger (30 to 39 years)
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and older (70 to 89 years) age rarges m::>re likely to have

hallucinations than those in the Jniaj].e age groop (40 to

69

years)

at the time of their bereavement (p. 545) • Marris (1958) , 'Whose
wida-ls rarged in age fran 25 to 56 (with 38% of his wida-ls urxier
40), foorxi that age did not make a significant difference to a
wanan' s sense of her dead husbam' s presence (p. 22) • Likewise,

Clayton et al. (1971) foorxi no significant differen,es in
hallucinations for people over 60 and urxier 60 at the time of
their

spa.lSeS I

death (p. 601) •

With respect to the suddenness of a partner's death, results
are also mixed.

Parkes (1975) reported that the len;th of time a

person has to prepare for a spouse's death has a significant

influence on the person's subsequent sense of the dead spouse's
presence.

In his Bostal study, he foum that 61% of bereaved

persons ltwilO had only a short time to prepare experienced spc:AJSal

preseooe, as oanpared to

19%

of those ltwilO had a "lent' (defined by

Parkes as ''m::>re than 2 weeks") time to prepare (p. 134).

Rees

(1971), hc.'h.1ever, foorxi that neither "suddenness of death" nor
"relatives expecta:i death" had a significant effect on the
in::idence of hallucinations (p. 40).

Likewise Clayton et al.

(1971) report that the len;th of a spouse's terminal illness did
not make a significant difference in subsequent hallucinations (p.

601).
One

between

factor that has not been examined is the relatiaishi.p

havin:J an illlaginary c:x:mpanion as a child and havin:J a
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p:1antan S?JUSe as an adult.

Altha.lgh Harvey (1918, p. 22),

Harriman (1937, p. 370), ard Siegel (1977, p. 73) have all
suggested a possible connection between childhood iJDaginacy
cxmpanions ard a subsequent belief in spiritualism, no one has

investigated the connection between iJDaginacy ocarpanions of

childhood ard iJDaginacy spc:oses of widowhood.

It seems reasonable

that the childhood e>qlerienoe 'WOlld i.rx::rease the likelihood of the
bereavement e>qlerienoe, because a person who has learned to
maneuver in a world+ x as a child may m::)re easily accept a

ghostly S?JUSe in his or her adult world.

Significance
'!he reality contact of persons who have ~ spc:oses has

been called

into question.

For example both Marris (1958) ard

Hd::>son (1964) classify "a sense of the dead person's presenc::e" as

an instance of "loss of contact with reality'', ard Glick et al.
(1974) describe a widow's sense of ocarpanionsh.ip with her dead
husbarxi as a ''mamentaey lapse of realism" (p. 149).
More generally concern has been expressed about the

adjustment of wido.,r.; who continue to have affective ties to their
deceased

spc,.lSeS.

Glick et al. (1974) state that wido.,r.; seem to

have "special proolems in reoc,r..,ery'' when the dead husbarxi' s

preseoce is '!persistent ard em::,tialal.ly important" (p. 149).

Likewise, Bornstein, Clayton, Halikas, Maurice, ard Robins (1973)
note that

"1CIDel1

who are depressed 13 m::mths post-bereavement are
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m::>re likely to have hallucinations than their non-depressed
ca.mteiparts.
'!he issue of psyc::hosis has also been raised in connection

with JX}ailtan spouses, especially for those people who "see",

''hear'',

or "feel" their deceased spouse.

Acoordl.n:J

to J:SM-III-R,

hallucinations are synptcmatic of organic mental disorders,
schizophrenia, affective disorders, or brief reactive psychoses,
to nan-e a few.

Uncarrplicated bereavement is noticeably lacking

fran the list of possibilities in=lu::!ed urrler "hallucinations" in

the J:SM-III-R Synptan In1ex (American Psychiatric Association,

1987, W• 538-539).
Sane

of these cxmoems are best urrlerstood against the

background of Freu:tian theory.

Freud, in his classic paper

''Mounri.rg a.rd Melancholia", described the •twork of mc:Rlnlin;;1'' in

tenn.s of the detachment of libido bit by bit fran the lost object.

Acoordl.n:J

to Freud (1957b), reality testin:] demarrls that all

libido be withdrawn from its attachment to the object.

'!he work

of m:mnin;J is c:ati)leted only \t.tlen the ego has severed its

attachment to the object a.rd freed its libido.

Freud oote1,

however, that this work is not acxx:rnplished withcut opposition.
'"lhis OfPOSition can be so intense that a turnirq away fran
reality takes place a.rd a clin:]i.n:] to the object through the
medium of a hallucinatory wishful psychosis" (p. 244).
Are ghostly spouses a vehicle for unresolved grief, loss of

reality contact, a.rd psychosis? What evidence there is suggests
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that this is generally not the case.

'Ihe evidence in:::ludes the

followin;:
1.

With only two exceptions, all the ex.anq,les presented in this
section are fran non-psychiatric pcp.llations.
exceptions are the

youn;J

('Ihe

two

navy pilot described by Lindemann,

an:i the 75-year-old woman to wham a fine old dog appeared.)

2.

Parkes' (1972) correlation data (supra, p. 51) suggests that

widows with ghostly spouses do not have any special
difficulty aooeptin; the fact of loss, an:i that their reality
contact is not problematic in this way.
3.

'1he :researchers who express cxn::::em about the adjustment of

widows with ghostly spouses also note that none of these
wid0v.1S are psychotic (Bornstein et al., 1973, p. 566; Glick

et al., 1974, p. 147).
4.

Widows an:i widowers themsPJ.ves report that the experienc:e of
the };ilantan spouse is CXlllfortin; an:i helpful (Rees, 1971,
p. 40;

Glick et al., 1974, p. 147;

Olson et al., 1985,

p. 545).
5.

Persons are not distortin; reality if they add an additional

status ("dead in body but not in spirit") an:i only behave in
ways that are appropriate to that status.
If a person aooepts the Freudian dogma that a person must
sever his or her attachment to the deoeased ccmpletely, then there

is an issue of unresolved grief for peq>le with Ii'l,antan spouses.
But another way to fonm.ilate the question of unresolved grief is
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to ask "Is the person tryin;J to live am behave in the same way
that he or she would if the deoeased were alive?" Merely to
replay an old way of life with a Jilantan spouse might well lead to
problems in adjustment, includirg but not limited to depression.
An image used by Descriptive therapists in helpin;J persons

with pathological grief is "Putt.in; on Hamlet" (P. G. Ossorio,
personal ocmm.mication, 1984).

In the image, a repertory carpany

has been p.rttin;J on Hamlet successfully for sane m::mths when the

only man -no plays Hamlet soodenly disappears.

In spite of his

d i s a ~ , · the cx:JTP311Y decides to oontirrue to p.xt on their

well-rehearsed play.

Al:t:ha.lgh no one plays Hamlet, everyone goes

on with the shcM just as if Hamlet were there.

'Ihe result is that

Hamlet is nore noticeable by his absence than he ever was by his

presence.
'Ihe alternative of cx,urse is for the cx:,rp3riy to p.xt on a

different play, a play that does not call for Hamlet.

Likewise

for persons with pathological grief, the alternative is to ''p.xt on
Macbeth" (i.e. aey play that does not require the deceased
person) •

Notice that this alternate play may in=lude a special

part for the dead person as a ghostly carpanion, but this part
will be different in inp:)rtant respects fran the part the person
played while alive.
ghostly

spaJSeS

To 'What extent widows

am widcJv.lers with

''p.xt on Hamlet" as qp::,sed to p.rttin;J on a

different play is an enpirical question.

Its answer would
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increase our umerst.an:tin; of both normal arrl problematic uses of
}'.i1antan

In

ccmpanions.
addition to raisin;J issues concerruJ'X] the pathological

significance of ghostly spouses, questions concemin; their
paranonnal significance may also be raisErl.

In

closin;J this

section, let me note that none of the "ghosts" discussed here meet
the criterion for study by parapsychologists.

Ac:cordm; to

st.evenson (1982), parapsychologists are "only oonoerned. with those
[~itions] that corwey infonnation not nonnally available to
the percipient" (p. 341).

If there are ghosts of this sort, the

world construction explanation presented here would not be a
sufficient explanation for them.
Take-Away Apparitions
Visits by the dead, c::anin; to "take away" the dyin;J, have
been reported all thra.r;h history.

For example, in first century

En;Jlarrl such visits were described by the Venerable Bede (cf.
Finucane, 1984, W• 42-43).

A classic essay on the subject was

written in Victorian En;Jlan:i by Fran::les Power Cobbe (1882, pp.
245-266), arrl a variety of case studies have been cx:rrpile::i since
then by parapsychologists (Gunley & Myers, 1889, pp. 459-460;
Myers, 1903, pp. 339-342; Bozzano, 1906; Hyslop, 1907, 1918a,
1918b; Barrett, 1926; Rego, 1978).
'll1e m:>St

recent studies involve large-scale sw:veys of

plysicians arrl nurses concem.ll'g their ctservations of deathbed
visitors.

Osis (1961) presents data on 135 cases in which dyin;J
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persons in the united states are :reported by their att:en::lin;

physician or nurse to have had hallucinations of :persons.

Osis

and Haraldsson (1977) :re:port data on 216 cases from the

Northeastern united states arx:l 255 cases from India. 4 In
diSOJSsin:; these cases, Siegel (1980) notes the similarity between
take-away apparitions and ilnaginacy cc:rrpanions of childhood (p.
923).

Paradigm
'lbe
~

as

case
followin:; description of an Indian high school student,

m::>ther had died when he was 2 or

3

years old, may be taken

paradigmatic.
He was

conscious of his su.rroun:iln;s and talked to his father

tmtil the last m:::ment.

'!hen, with one ham holdm;J his

father's and the other pointin:J

t:c,,;ard where he

m::>ther, he said, "Don't yru see nrf m::>ther?

is callin:;." '!hen he died m::>ther,

See!

saw his
My m::>ther

stretchin; forward to his

a.lm::>st fallin:; out of bed.

(Osis & Haraldsson, 1977,

p. 99)
As

illustrated in this case, people who see take-away

apparitions generally maintain nonoal awareness of and response to
their envirarment.

Osis (1961) notes that in 79% of his cases,

people ''hallucinated ally the awaritian an:l othexwise nonoally
perceived their surro.m:tirgs" (p. 71).

Osis

and

Haraldsson (1977)

report that in 66% of their cases, :persons maintained nonoal

orientation for time and place (p. 1'03).

Particularly strikin;J is the way in which dyi.rg persons may
alternate their attention and oonversation between an ~itional
visitor and the livi.rg people at their bedside.

Hyslop (1918b)

gives the exanple of a school age child who "scowled a little
ilrpatiently [at her deceased grarx:hoc>ther] an:i said 'Yes, grarrlma,
I •m earning, but wait a minute, please. '"

'Ihe child then tUD'led

back to her family to say goodbye (p. 624).

'Ihere can be little doubt that take-away apparitions seem
real to the dyi.rg.

In fact dyi.rg peq:>le may sun:mcn all their

remaini.rg strergth to resporrl to such visitors.

'Ihe person who

has been too weak to talk may speak to the apparition in a voice

"strorq and clear", and the person too weak to lift hilnself in bed
may rise "clear up from the pillCM'' to embrace such a visitor (cf.

Barrett, 1926, p. 47; Hyslop, 1918b, p. 611).

In Irxlia persons on

their deathbeds have been reported to resist a take-away

apparition with their last a.m::e of strergth (cf. Osis &
Hara.ldsson, 1977, p. 67).
'Ihe dyi.rg may entreat the livi.rg to see their visitors, and
be "surprised", "fretful", or even "imignant" when those arourxi

them cannot see them (cf. Bozzano, 1906, p. 72;
256).

Cobbe, 1882, p.

'Ihey may became upset when the livi.rg inadvertently brush

their visitors aside.

Barrett (1926) cites an instance where a

wanan went to see her dyi.rg sister:

"As she sat down on a chair

by the bedside, the invalid exclaimed, 'Oh, don't J-!"

have sent

M::,ther

Oh, you

away, she was sitti.rg there! ' and she continued
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to seem much distressed" (p. 30).

(Apparently sittin::J on the dead

is not fatal in the way that it is for childhood imaginacy
carpanions. )

Ra.me of cases
'lbe Paradigm

case presented

above helps to identify same

portion of the cases of take-away apparitions.

Fach of the

transfonnations introduce:i below picks out same additional cases
arxi clarifies the way these cases differ from the Paradigm

Tl.

case.

Cllarge the age arxi sex of the dyin::J person.
In the Paradigm

case

the dyin::J person is a ~ man, but

take-away apparitions do not discriminate on the basis of age or
sex. · In the United states men and wanen are equally likely to
have deathbed hallucinations, arxi such hallucinations occur
throughout all age groups (cf. Osis, 1961, p. 48; Osis &

Haraldsson, 1977, p. 74).
T2.

Cllarge the take-away apparition to a spouse, strarger,
religious figure, or other eligible person.
Mothers are the ll¥:lSt frequently seen take-away figures, but

other relatives " ~ ' in the United states in the follc,win::J

order of frequency:
1961, p. 63).

spouse, offsprin::J, siblin::J, an:i father (Osis,

In addition, strargers may ccme

to take away the

dyin::J, especially the reluctant ones (Osis & Haraldsson, 1977, p .
93), arxi Goo., Jesus, arx_;Jels, devils, an:i other religious figures
may also be seen.
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Osis arx3. Haraldsson (1977) famd same interestin] cultural
differen::es in the identity of take-away figures:

(a) Americans

are generally met by dead persons (66%) rather than by religious
figures (12%), whereas In:lians choose religious figures (48%)
rather than dead persons (28%) to take them away;

(b) Americans

choose ~itions of the previous generation (41%) arx3. of their

own generation (44%) about equally, rut Irrlians prefer to be met
by previous generation apparitions (66%) rather than by their

contenporaries (29%);

(c) American men generally are received by

females (83%), whereas nearly all Irrlian men have nenbers of their

own sex (89%) "to guide them to the other world" (pp. 91-98).
T3.

Allow for sane surprise, fear, or other reaction upon seeing.
the take-away ~ition.
Altha.lgh generally the dying aa:ept t h e ~ of the

dead with hawiness, saneti:mes they ~ress other reactions.

For

exanple, one man was surprised to see an old frierxi, arx3. his dying
words were ''Why [he named the person] \.Jhat are you doing here?"
(Osis & Haraldsson, 1977, p. 36) •

'Ihe last words of another man,

who may h a v e ~ win]s arx3. haJ:pS, were ''Why; they're all
plain people" (Hyslop, 1918b, p. 608).
T4.

Allow for unusual locations of the take-away apparition.
Take-away apparitions are perceived as bein] located in

"external ct>jective space" (Jaspers, 1963, p. 69) , rut they may be

seen in spaces not ordinarily oocupied by the livin].
the take-away visitor appears "al:x,ve the

Saneti:mes

bed", arx3. the dying
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person may be described as "gazi.rg at the ceili.rg" at his or her

visitors (Hyslop, 1918b, p. 624).
TS.

Add music to the take-away experience.
~

music.

the dead appear they are oocasianally ac:::oanpanied by

All the collections an:i reviews of cases contain at least

sane mention of t h i s ~ (Cdx:>e, 1882, p. 263; Myers, 1903,
W• 339; Bozzano, 1906, p. 72; Hyslop, 1918b, p. 586; Barrett,

1926, W• 96-104; Rego, 1978, p. 23).

Osis an:i Haraldsson (1977)

report that music occurred in about 6% of their cases, an:i that
people are serene an:i peaceful when they hear it (p. 167).
T6.

Add

a vision of relevant objects or environments to the take-

away experience.
Sane people

not only see awaritions camirg to meet them.

'!hey also see the gateway through which they must pass ("'Ihe door

is openllX1 wider an:i wider, an:i when it is open wide I shall be
goirq through it. 11 [Barrett, 1926, p. 49]);

the barrier that they

must cross over ("Just wait, Mother, I am almost over.
it.

Wait, Mother."

[Bozzano, 1906, p. 73]);

I can jurrp

or the vehicle that

will carry them fran this world ("Tan, bri.rg the boat nearer; I
can 1 t get in. II [Barrett, 1926 I P• 33]) •
Peq)le may even see the world to which they are goi.rg:

"'Ihe

dyirq wife was in full view of the two worlds at the same time,
for she described how the m::,vi.rg figures looked in the world
beyon:1, as she directed her words to nortals in this world."

(Bozzano, 1906, p. 73)
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T7.

Cla.r'ge the tirnin; of the apparitional visitor.
'lhe experience of a take-away apparition occurs not only in

articulo mortis, but also in the hours arxi days prior to death.
Osis an:i- Haraldsson (1977) fa.mi that in the Northeastern United
states only 9% of such visions ocx::ur at the m:nent of death, while

60% precede death by more than 24 hours (p. 216).

In the days

before death, ai:paritions may offer assurance that "I'll be here
when yoo cane";

apparitions may pranise to guide the dyin] person

thralgh the c:anirg transition;

they may offer canfort arxi solace;

they may rrudge the livin] to "cane on";

etc.

A classic case in the literature is that of Daisy Dryden, a
daughter of missionaries who died at age 10.

For the three days

prior to her death, she was in the regular carpany of her yourger
brother, Allie, who had died seven m::mths before.

Whenever Daisy

felt uncertain about hew her life would be in the "next world",
she would ask Allie, arxi he would explain to her about heaven

(Hyslop, 1918a).
TS.

c::han;e the

plrpOS8

of the apparition.

Not all apparitions seen in life-arxi-death situations welcome
the dyin].

Sanetillles the hallucinatory figure "rejects the

patient arxi forbids him to enter post-mortem existence" (Osis,
1961, p. 74).

Althoogh not everyone would describe this as an

instarx::e of "rejection", the cases in which a person is sent back

to life are an inportant subset in the paradigm case fonm.llation.
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T9.

Allow for an outcc:me incx:msistent with the

p.JJ:pOSe

of the

apparition.
Not

too surprisirqly, beirq sent back to life by an

apparition does not guarantee that a person will live,
answerirq a call to death, even fran one's
necessarily mean that a person will die.

am

m:,ther, does

not

'Ihe outcome may be at

variance with the vision (cf. Osis & Haraldsson, 1977, p. 149) •
Parapsychology

cases

A disrnssion of take-away apparitions 'WOUld not be cc:mplete
without sane mention of "Peak in Darien" cases.

When Cobbe (1882)

wrote her classic essay on deathbed visions, she propose1 that the
dyirq starxi on a "peak in Darien" fran which they have a glimpse
of the world beyorx:l.

Fran this vantage point, the dyirq may see

frierrls who have gone before them unbeknownst to them.
~

('Ihe

is taken from a poem by John Keats, in which Keats

describes hCM Cortez' men first saw the Pacific Ocean fran a
nountaintop in· Darien.)
Cd::abe

am

others believed that the dyirq saw only dead

persons, so it was inpressive to them when people on their
deathbeds saw saneone of "4'lOSe death they -were ignorant.

SUch

cases seemed to meet the parapsychologists' criterion for
cxmmmication of inforntion to whicil the dyirq person had no
acx::ess by ordinary means.
When Osis (1961) did his first survey, however, he fo.m::l that

dyirq people hallucinate the livirq as well as the dead.

About
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26% of his cases involved hallucinations of the livirg.

As he

states, "this cuts the groun:i fran un:ier the 'Peak in Iarien'
cases" (p. 64).

He notes, hcMever, that the ?JrPOSe of the

hallucinatory person is well matched to its status of "livin;" or
"dead":

Hallucinations of the livirg do not involve take-away

p.irposes

(p. 65).

If this fin:li.n; is borne out, that 'WOUld give

support to the Peak in Iarien cases.
Parapsychologists were also interested in cases where the
take-away apparition was collectively perceived.

One

case,

frequently cited in review articles (e.g. Gauld, 1977, p. 606;
Roll, 1982, p. 161), occurred at the death of Horace Traubel,
biograi;:her of Walt Whitman.

A Col. Cosgrave was keepirg watch at

Traubel' s bedside, where he an:i Traubel both saw Walt Whitman
~

(Prince, 1963, pp. 144-150).

Several additional facts shoold be added, hc:MeVer.

'Ihe

collective perception occurred at about 3 a.m. on Sept~r 6, the
third night that Cosgrave had kept a death watch with Traubel.

At

least since August 28, Traubel had been ta1kinJ to those present
about seeirg Walt, hearirg his voice, etc.

a.rt by September 6,

Traubel was unable to speak due to paralysis.

Given these facts,

the ccmpellin;Jness of the case as an instance of collective

perception vanishes.

Nonetheless the fact that Col. Cosgrave

saw Walt nee:is to be explained.
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Analysis
When people approach graduation, they bei:;Jin to lose their

attachment to their high school or ex>llege world before their ti.ire
there actually enjs.

Likewise, people approach.in; death bei:;Jin to

lose their attachment to this world before their ti.ire here comes
to an en:i.

By the ti.ire death is imminent, a person could hardly

be relate:i to the world in the same old way anynore (cf. o.nmni.n;; &
Henry, 1961).

Ordinacy real world requirements do not carry the

same weight for the dyin';J as for the livin;J.
At the same ti.ire, bein';J dead is mrt:hinkable fran an Actor
perspective.

People cannot really see themselves as havin';J no

further possibilities for behavin;J.

'Ihe prospect of death creates

a situation where a person has to have a world+~, i.e. a world
in which behavior will continue to be possible.

(Cf. "If, for a

given oosenrer, the real world is such that it would leave him in
an inpossible position, he will not see it that way.

Instead, he

will see it as a world that does have a place for him, an1 he will
act aoc:x:mii.n:;ly. 11 [Ossorio, 1976, p. 12a])
Given these facts, it is not sw:prisin;J that people in
extremis construct worlds-with-ilnaginary-cc:mpanions.

At this

point in life, a person who has a relationship to a take-away
a:pparition has "eve:ryt:hin; to gain" by virtue of this
relationship, an1 little to constrain him or her by way of real
world requirements.
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It is also not surprisin; that people see objects or worlds
in addition to imaginaey cx,npanions.
draw

cri

Nan-religious people may

universal symbols of transition arxi use them in their

world+ 2' construction at the ti:me_of death (e.g. a boat to carry
the person over).

Religious people, who already have guidelines

about .nat the "next world" is like, may sinply exparxi their

current world oonstruction to encx:::m-pass that "next world", however
they believe it to be.
In the Paradigm

case,

persons at the

nanent of death ''choose''

the take-away apparition over the livin; people beside them.

Fran

the perspective of the dyi,n;, goin; with the take-away apparition

is more to the point than stayin; with the livin;.

Fran the

perspective of the abseivers at the bedside, reachirq out to the
take-away apparition may represent a final self-affinni.n3' act, in
which the person uses up all his or her :remai.nin;J potential rather
than dr.il:t>lin; it away.
In the days prior to death, take-away apparitions may be

status-enhanc:in; in a variety of other ways.

For exanple, the

apparition who promises "I'll be here" gives a person a connection
to whatever is on the other side, arxi hence behavior potential.
'Ihe apparition who premises to be a guide through the valley of
death in::reases behavior potential, because a person has m::>re
possibilities with a guide who knows the territory.
Apparitions also appear in situations of indecision an:i
un:::::ertainty, in which a person is faced with the issue of ''Will I
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live?

Will I die?"

Recall hCM imagina:cy ccmpanions in childhocxi

sametimes appear in situations of m:>ral irrlecision.

By suddenly

materializirg on the scene, such ccmpanions help the child give
appropriate weight to relevant circumstances am correspornirq
reasons in

makin1 his or

her decisions.

Take-away apparitions may

serve a similar :function, frequently re:min:tin;J people "Your

children need

you", "You

have unfinished

oosiness", etc.

Alternately, apparitions may invite the person to leave beh.irrl all
worldly cares, am the person may affirm for himself his reasons
for livirg.

Dialogues with take-away apparitions terxi to be short

am to-the-point, clarifyirg whatever is m:>St salient in a lifeam-death situation.
Take-away awaritions may also be part of a person's attenpt

to face the reality of death.

Bein] in the company of saneone who

has departed is a simple way of clailni.n; (same sort of) membership
in the camrmmity of the dead, am may help make the inuninence of
death m:>re real.
One roteworthy aspect of the take-away experience is the

presence of music.

Reviewirg music cases fran both the take-away

literature am the near-death literature, it seems that music
occurs 'When a :person is released, e.g. fran extrene pain (Noyes &
Kl.etti, 1976b, p. 105);
170);

fran cares am worries (Il.lrrlahl, 1982, p.

fran anxiety (Kletti & Noyes, 1981, p. 10);

with lawyers (Myers, 1903, p. 339);

etc.

fran hassles

Words may s.inply be

inadequate to express the relief that comes 'When a person is at
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last free of all lllLln:lane care,

am.

henc::e music is used to express

this relief.

other aspects of the take-away experience -

dyin:1 persons'

lack of _surprise at seein:1 the dead, their expectation that those
aro.JI'Xl them should also see their visitors, an:i their lack of

concern at sane of the unusual locations of their visitors be urrlerstood in light of the relaxation of

may

persons' reality

constraints at the time of death.
Genuine Peak in I:arien cases (if these exist) may also be
urrlerstood in that light.

Because ordinary reality constraints

silrply do not carry that much weight with saneone dyin:1, it is
possible for a person in that state to be receptive to ideas that
do not fit our usual reality, an:i to be free to resporrl to such

information.

'llle fonm.llation therefore allc:MS for the possibility

that scmeane dyin:1 might realize by non-ordinary means that a
loved one had died, an:i hallucinate that person as a take-away
~ition.

'llle cases on record, ha,,lever, do not press stron:Jly

for sudl an explanation.

cases of collective perception raise the issue of why an
observer at the scene might also create a world-with-an-imaginaJ:ycarpanion.

'llle parametric analysis may be used in un:ierstan:iin;

the survivor's creation just as well as the dyin:1 person's.

For

exanple, in the case of Col. Cosgrave seein:1 Walt Whitman:
1.

'llle dyin:1 Traubel had been treatin:1 Walt's presence as real

for 10 days,

am. this may have loosened up Cosgrave's givens
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an:i options enough so that Walt's presence became a real

possibility for him, too.

Realizing his

CMn

m:>rtality as he

watche:i Traubel die ( ''My time is cx:mirg, too") may also have

contrib..rt:e:i to a loosenin;J of reality constraints.
2.

'lbe assurance that Traubel would be j oinin:3' Walt, the :person

he had valued m::>st in life, may have helped Cosgrave to "let

go" of Traubel an:i to go on with his
3.

CMn

life.

Keeping a death watch alone throughout the night is a
circum.stanoe that may facilitate canpanion construction.
Sane

para.psyc:hologists, of cx:orse, would take the position

that CX)llective perception of take-away apparitions is not sinq:>ly
the product of irxtividual world construction, b.lt rather is based

on same sort of extrasensory input that influerx::es what both
people see.

Once

again the fonnulation allows for this

possibility, but the available case material does not offer much
support for it.

Given that children may share their illlagi.nacy

canpanions, pemaps adults faced with the presence of death may do
the

same.

Near-Death Experiences
'!here is a body of literature on near-death experiences
(NDFs) which is related

deathbed visions.

to, b.lt separate fran, the literature on

Because of space considerations, a thorough

review of the near-death literature will not be presented here.
Brief mention will be made, hc:Mever, of same of the relationships
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between spirits a.rd presences seen in

NDEs a.rd

take-away

apparitions.
NDEs

occur in at least three different cx:mtexts:

(a) Persons

may be suddenly in dan:;Jer of death, e.g. climbers "'1ho fall fran
the face of a cliff or soldiers "'1ho fall in battle;

(b) Persons

may be unconscirus a.rd physiologically near death, e.g. cardiac

arrest victims "'1ho are resuscitated;

(c) Persons may believe

their demise is imminent in the absence of physical proximity to
death, e.g. durin; meditation.
'llle first set of cases -

acx::idents -

those involvin; potentially fatal

have been stu:lie:i by Noyes (1972) a.rd Noyes a.rd

Kletti (1972, 1976a, 1976b).

'lllese authors report that after a

period of intense :m:bilization in which acx::ident victims do
everythi.n;J they can to save thernsP..l.ves, they generally shift to a

detached position:

they feel "like observers rather than

participants in the events takin:;J place" (1976a, p. 24).
Apparitions ten:i not to a:i;pear in these situations.

Crookall

(1961), "'1ho carpared a group of acx::ident victims to people facin;
"natural death", note:i that none of the acx::ident victims had "predeath visions of discarnate friems" (p. 22).

He explains this

firni.rxJ on the gro.mjs that in \.ll'l9Xp8Cted death, "there is no time

to 'call' friems "'1ho have 'gone before"' (p. 66).
An alternative explanation is that even though persons are

face1 with death, such circumstances are not corxiucive in other
ways to cacpmion creation.

Because a person in such
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ci.rcumstan=es first e.xhausts all Actor possibilities, the
canponents of an accident-related NDE tend to be Ci:>server

phenanena, such as paooramic life revif!'w, feelin:;Js of oneness with

the uni.verse, etc. (cf. the Actor-Ci:Jsel'.Ver-itic Sdlema, Ossorio,

1981d, pp. 58-59).
Actor phenanena.

Imaginary oaopanions, however, are primarily
As illustrated thraJghcut this paper, imaginacy

oaopanions appear in circumstances in ~ch persons are likely to

gain behavior potential by havin;J them.

Fallin; from a cliff, for

exaili)le, is not such a circurnsta?x,e.
'lhe secon::i groop of NDE cases involves persons who have
urrlergone medical emergencies

functionin;.

am may have temporarily lost vital

Upon regainin;J conscio.isness, persons describe

havin;J a ran;1e of experierx::es in this situation, such as states of
bliss {Hlmter, 1967);

driftin; in cuter space (MacMillan & Brc:Mn,

visions of paradise (Moody, 1975) ;

1971) ;

Halifax, 1977, p. 140);
others.

nothin:;ness (Sclmaper, 1980);

Encounters with deceased loved

also reported (Moody, 1975, pp. 55-58;
Greyson &

bein;J in hell (Grof &

ani

ones or with presences are
Rin;J, 1980, pp. 67-68;

stevensan, 1980, pp. 1194-1195;

Saban, 1982, pp. 46-50;

Pasricha & stevensan, 1986).
In ~ the ran;1e of experierx::es that ~ l e have

durin;J NDEs, dreamin;J in the world reconstruction sense may be
taken

as a JOOdel (cf. Roberts, 1985b). 'lhe particular details of

the NDE sinply reflect a person's fonnulation of

to h.il'n or her "after death",

-nat

is happenin:]

i.e. in this strarqe world + ~-

When a person is in this state, an interaction with a spirit or

presence may have much the same significance as an interaction
with a take-away apparition when a :person is fully oonscic:us, e.g.
an affirmation of life's value, guidance in \ll'l.familiar territory,
:reassurance that the :person will n::,t be alone, encouragement to

"let go", etc.
()jd

Fellows

Imaginary cx:anpanions may a:ppear to normal adults in a range
of circumstances other than bereavement arx:i death.

For exanple,

hospitalization experiences appear to be corxiucive to cx:anpanion
appearanoe even when people

are

n::,t

at death's door.

Forrer

(1960) notes that ''benign hallucinations in people hospitalized
for medical or surgical reasons are
an example a wanan who
95) •

"saw''

n::,t

infrequent", arx:i gives as

her m:rt:her sittirg beside her bed (p.

Seifert arx:i Clarke (1979) observe that people may

n::,t

mention "a frierxily visitor to a lonely sickbed for fear of being

thought psychotic" (p. 56).
To nrJ knowledge there is n::,t a body of literature on sickbed

cx,:npal"lions in the way that there is for childhood cx:anpanions,
ghostly spoo.ses, or take-away awaritions.

'Ihe only study that I

was able to fin:i was p.lblished by an experimental psychologist

describin;J his personal experience in the hospital prior to
surgery (Goldstein, 1976).

Goldstein hallucinated a steady stream of relatives an:i
frierxis visitin;J a patient in an adjacent roan;

his roamnate's
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wife caressirg his roommate in the early JICming light;

am

in constant atternanoe at a bed neart,y;

two men

his own wife can:irq

to visit hbn at a very early boor.

Although Goldstein shies away

fran givirg personal significance

to his hallucinations, they seem

to be an affinnation that people care about patients in the
hospital, that others are conoerned about what he

am

his fellow

patients are goirg through.
Goldstein gave his imaginary people sufficient reality status
so that he acte:i in relation to them.

For example he reports that

he did oot click on the lanp in his hospital roan for al.m:>st 30

minutes so as oot to interrupt his roamnate•s JICming caresses,

even though he knew the situation was

"absurd"

(1976, p. 424).

(Goldstein, by the way, waited 5 years before p.lblishirg his
aOD.Int in order to be sure that his hallucinations were oot

hamirgers of psychosis. )
Imaginary corrpanions are also reporte:i by sailors,
JICUI'ltaineers,

am

arctic explorers when facirg arduous corx:titions.

("When the goirg gets tough, the toogh get imaginary ccnpanions.")
SUmmaries of these reports are given by Lilly (1956);

I.eidennan, Men:lel.son, an:i Wexler (1957);
Siegel (1977) ;

am

Seifert

am

Solanon,

Ia Barre (1975, p. 14);

Clarke (1979) •

One

of the JICSt

fannis cases, that of captain SlOClnn' s imaginary pilot, was
presented in the intrcxiuction to this paper.

A seoond example

oanes fran Hannes Lin:iernann, who sailed alone across the Atlantic.

Lin:iernann (1958) several times talked with a boy "fran the west"
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'Who

~

an his boat.

'!he boy "knew where we had

reassured L:i.me:mann that he was an course

to go" arxi

(pp. 158-:159; p. 171).

Imaginary campanions may be collectively perceived by
explorers, as described by Sir Ernest Shackleton in an account of
his final trek in Antarctica with two other men.

'!he men were

exhausted at the start of the march, arxi knew that the ca.mtcy

over which they

crossed was considered j'll'{x"ssable.

'Ihey had to

leave behind three men, two of whan were too weak to go

further,

so six lives deperxied an the self-discipline they cx,ul.d sumrron to
get throogh.
Shackleton (1921) reports:
Dlrin;J that lorg arxi rac:kin:;J march of 36 hours over the
unnamed

m:iuntains

arxi glaciers of Sa.Ith Georgia it seemed

me often that we were four, not three.

to

I said n:rt:h.in;J to my

campanions an the point, b..tt aften.iards Worsley said to me:

"Boss, I had a curicus feelin;J an the march that
another person with us."

Crean

there was

confessed to the same idea.

(p. 164)

Because of the men's reluctance to talk about the "fourth man" in
their party, it is hard to get a clear picture of what part the
campanian played.

However the fact that the campanian played a

positive part is stron;Jly irxlicated by Shackleton's remark that
"Providence guided us" in connection with their campanian (p.
164).
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'Ihe Actor-ObseJ:ver-Critic Schema may be used in umerstan:lin;J

their fourth man (cf. Ossorio, 1981d, pp. 58-59).

In the way that

children sanetimes i.np:rove their self-control by embodyirxJ the
Critic in an .iJDaginary oarrpanion, these e x p l o r e r s ~
their self-discipline by embodyirxJ the ctiserver in an .iJDaginary
ccnpanion.

'lhe externalized ctiserver knew what the men -were goirxJ

tl'lrcxlgh, and monitored the con:litions and their progress ale>n:;1

with them.

'Ihe additional reality provided by this canpanion may

have made it easier for the men to keep doirxJ what they had to do
to suzvive.

A variety of other difficult situations may be oorxiucive to
.iJDaginary oatpanions in nonnal adults (cf. Siegel, 1984) • But

adults' .iJDaginary canpanions are not limited to adaptive ones.
Just as with the imaginary canpanions of childhood, sane adult

oatpanions are purely expressive, enabli.rq adults to "do their own
thin;" in a way that they ccw.d not do otherwise.
'Ihe visions of William Blake are a classic exanple.

In the

years fran 1819-1825 Blake drew a series of portraits of
historical figures 'Who "ai:peared" before him.

Varley, a fellow

artist and frien:i 'Who was present at these "sitti.rqs", reported

that Blake ccw.d not control his visions rut rather had to draw
whoever appeared.

At tiines Blake ran into difficulties, like

those he encountered while drawin:J Sir William Wallace:

Havin:J drawn for sane time, with the same care of ham and
steadiness of eye, as if a livirg sitter had been before him,
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Blake st.opt suddenly, arxi said, "I cannot finish him E'dward the First has stept in between

him

arxi

me." (quoted in

Keynes, 1971, p. 131).
Although nineteenth oentuiy accamts depict Blake as a

lunatic in Be:il.am (e.g., Boisnx:mt, 1860, pp. 86-88), m:x:iern Blake
scholars take the position that Blake was "del:ilierately leading on
his credulous frien:i" (Keynes, 1971, p. 134) arxi "hum:,urin;J"

Varley (Butlin, 1971, p. 58).
arxi

Pel:haps Blake simply had the great

fanous for imaginary canpanions, arxi these relationships

enabled

him to do same extraordinary drawirx;Js.

Another

exanple of an expressive canpanion is the daenon or

guiding spirit of adults.

Socrates, for exanple, "heard arxi

obeyed an inner voice which knew m::,re than he did" (I):)dds, 1966,

p. 185).
~

Am earl Jun; had his guiding spirit Fhil.enon, who first

to him after his break fran Freud in 1913.

Jun; (1965)

states that Fhilenon "seemed to me quite real, as if he were a
livi.rq persanality.

I went wal.kirq up arxi

dor,m

the garden with

him, arxi •••• he conveyed to me many an illuminatirq idea" (pp.

183-184).
Jun; (1965) goes on to relate that:
More than fifteen years later a highly cultivated elderly

Indian visited me, a frien:i of Gan1hi' s, arxi we talked about
Indian education -

in particular, about the relationship

between guru arxi chela.

I hesitantly asked him whether he

could tell me anyth.in; abrut the person arxi character of his
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own guni, whereupon he

replied in a matter-of-fact tone, "Oh

yes, he was Shankaracharya. 11

"You don't mean the oc:mnentator an the Vedas

who

died

centuries ago?" I asked.
"Yes, I mean him, 11 he said, to my amazement.
"!hen you

are referri.ng to a spirit?" I asked.

"Of course it was his spirit," he agreed.
At that m::iment I thought of Fhil.erocm.
"'Ihere

are ghostly

livi.ng

gunJS.

gunJS

too, 11 he added.

But there are always sane

''Most people have
who

have a spirit

for teacher." (p. 184)
Explanations
Explanations as to 'Why nonnal. people have imaginaJ:y
cxmpanions nm the gamut fran J;X1ysiological to transcen:iental. In
this section I will review same of the major constructs that have
been used in accounti.ng for the imaginaJ:y cc:mpanions of children
an::i

adults.

Brain Excitation
In the nineteenth century the

British neurologist Hughlin;s

Jackson proposed that the higher levels of the brain ordinarily
inhibit the activity of lower brain centers.
when this

Hallucinations occur

inhibitory mechanism is ilrpeje::i, thereby releasing

subcortical brain activity.
At least two of Jackson's canteirq;,oraries proposed related
explanations in accounti.ng for imaginaJ:y cxmpanian :i;::tienc:mena.
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Clarke (1878) stated that the visions of the dyin;;J occur 'When the
sensori-m:,tor apparatus of the brain is "deprived of a
ooordinatin;;J centre" (p. 271).

Without the controllin;;J force of

the brain, "old sensitized plates (cells) of menory" are

reactivated an::! :reproduced in the fonn of visions (p. 265).
Hal:vey (1918) attributed the appearance of c:hil.dhood imaginaey

c:arpanions to the "unusual strerxfth of the centrally initiated
i:np.llse" within the brain of a c:hil.d who sees an imaginaey
c:arpanion (p. 23).
In the twentieth century I.alis West developed Jackson's ideas

into the "perceptual release" theory of hallucinations an::! dreams.

Acco:rc:lin;J to West (1975), "a sustained level an::! variety of

sensory input nonnally is :required to inhibit the emergence of
percepts or mem::iry traces from within the brain itself" (p. 301).

If sensory inp.rt: is decreased below a certain threshold, menory
traces may be released an::! e>cperi~ as hallucinations.
Likewise if arrusal within the brain is in::reased above an optimal

threshold (e.g. by drugs or oveMlellnin;J emotion) , hallucinations
may occur.
Siegel (1977, 1980) has applied West's perceptual release
theory in explainin;;J the imaginaey oanpanions of c:hil.d.ren,
explorers, an::! the dyin;;J.

He

postulates that there is a shift in

attention "from outward dimensions to inner private events" when
people have oanpanions.

An inpairment in

brain functionirg occurs

with this shift, related to central nervous system excitation an::!
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furctional disorganization of the part of the brain that regulates
incaning stimuli.

In aCOOlmtin; for the ci a@on. themes that occur

in death visions, Siegel (1980) adds that these "arise fran OCIDl'IOn

structures in the human brain arxi nervous system,

CXIJlD)Qn

biological experien::es, and o: 11P1• a1 reactions of the central
neIVous system to stinnil.ation" (p. 927).
Wish Fulfillment
Freud (1953) hypothesized a mental apparatus consistin; of

the perceptual ( ~ . ) , mnemic, unconscious (Ucs. ) , preconscious,
an::l notor systems, and he proposed

a~tus operated.

two methods whereby this

In the reality-based method "there is a

cxmtinuals current fran the ~ . system flowin; in the direction
of notor activity'' (p. 544).

Whenever a need arises, a wish

fran the unconscious is activated which revives an :il'llage of a
satisfyin; object from the mnemic system.

'Ihis :il'llage in tum

guides notor activity so that satisfaction is found in the
external 'WOrld.
In earliest infancy, however, the system operates in the

reverse direction.

When the mnemic image is revived, it is

transmitted to the perceptual system where it appears as the

hallucinatory fulfillment of the wish.

Freud described the

reality-based method as "progressive", i.e. novin; towards the
IIOtor en:i of the apparatus, and the infantile method as
"regi:essive", i.e. ioc,vin; backwards tcMard the perceptual en:i (p.
542).
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Freud used these distinctions in explainin;J dreams, visions,
an::l

hallucinations.

He believed that the "force" behin:i all these

i;ilel1anena is the infantile wish activated in the Ucs.

When

regression occurs in the mental apparatus, the unconscicus wish is
seen as fulfilled just as it was in early infancy.
In a ~ for why the reality-based method of operating

is aban:ianed in such cases, Frelxl stated that "it is a question of
char'qes in the cathe.xes of energy attachin:J to the different

systems" (p. 543).

With dreams regression may be "facilitated by

the cessation of the progressive current which streams in during
the daytime from the sense organs" (p. 547).

With visions an::l

hallucinations the absence of this "accessory factor" must be made
up for by other factors.

For exanple the unconscious mnemic

images must JX)Ssess "great sensory force", an::l the resistance
~ i n g the progress of the image alorg the no:rmal path must be

intense (p. 547).
Freud's idea of wish fulfilllnent has been used by a variety
of authors in explaining imaginary c:x:,rpanions.

For exanple,

Ehrenwald believes that hallucinatory wish fulfillment is
"responsible for the frequently reported visions of the patients'
departed frierrls or relatives at their bedside" (p. 235).
an::l

C..ahbard (1984-85) suggest that beings who

awear

'IWeml.ow

when people

are near death may "represent infantile wishes for merger
e>cperiences with parental figures or relatives who have already
died" (p. 231).

Bach (1971) notes that when children share
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imaginal:y oarpanions, they are ''brought together by a shared
unconscious wish", arxi their oarpanion represents the fulfillment
of this shared wish (p. 161).
Archetypal Activation
Jun;J

hypothesized that in addition to a personal uncx:.mscious,

'Which contains mem:,:ry traces fran a ~ • s in:lividual life,
there is also a collective uncx:.mscious, 'Which contains the mem:,:ry

traces of the human race.

People have encountered certain

situations repeatedly through the ages, arxi their experiences in
these situations have been en;;raved in the collective unconscious

in the form of archetypes.
charged with energy.

An archetype is

Omer certain

a universal form

corxlitions an archetype may be

activated, leadirq to its personification in consciousness.

'lbese

personifications "always possess a certain degree of autonomy, a
separate identity of their own" (Jl.I?'X1, 1965, p. 187).

If they can

be integrated into consciousness, archetypes help in the process

of in:lividuation.
Jun;J

identifies isolation f:ran other people as one

circumstanc:e con:lucive to the activation of archetypes.

He notes

that "our oormal relations to d::>jects in the "'10rld at large are
maintained by a certain experrliture of energy" (1968, p. 49).
we

If

are cut off from others or fran our surroun::iin3s, there is a

retention of energy in the psyche.

'!his results in an animation

of the psychic atm:>sphere as a carrpensation for the loss of
cxmtact with others.

'!he

collective uncx:.mscious is activated arxi
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"prcx::luoes sanething similar to the illusions arxi hallucinations
that beset lonely wamerers in the desert, seafarers, arxi saints"
(p. 49) •

Wickes (1966) adds imaginacy canpani.ons to this list,
descri.bi.rq them as "products" of the collective unconscious (p.

204).

Krishnan (1981) adds take-away apparitions.

apparitions appear to have a will of their

OvlI'1

He not.es

that

because they are

''products of the unconscious, which, as J1..1n; has shown, is

aut.anatoJ.s" (p. 10).

Grosso (1981) offers the remin:ier that

people see take-away apparitions of people they knc:M, arxi suggests
that "personal arxi transpersonal elements apparently co-exist" in
such experiences

(p. 55).

Sensory Deprivation
When

Bexton, Heron, arxi Scott (1954) p.lbl.ishe1 the first

report of hallucinations resulti.rq fran sensory deprivation (SD)

procedures, isolation arxi lack of stinw.ation received renewed
emphasis in discussions of sane imaginacy canpani.ons. 5 'Ihe

canpani.ons of explorers in particular were classified as sensory
deprivation i:nenamenon (cf. Lilly, 1956; Solc:m::m et al., 1957).
Take-away apparitions have also been discussed in this light.
For exanple Zuckennan (1970) reports that state anxiety arxi a
reclinirg position may facilitate hallucinations in same subjects.
Siegel (1980) links the deathbed to these SD con:titions (p. 925).
Greyson arxi stevenson (1980) report that take-away figures are
m::>re likely to appear as part of an NDE occurri.rq at

heme

or
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outdoors rather than one ocx::urrinJ in a hospital or other p.lblic
place (p. 1195).

'Ibey e>q:>lain this finiin;J in term.s of the

.

"relative lack of sensory stimJ.lation" at heme or outdoors (p.
1196).
Notice that the circumstance of sensory deprivation relates

to the three e>q:>lanations di soissed thus far.

In the Jackson-West

theory of hallucinations, a decrease in sensory inp..rt allows for
the release of JDE!IOC)ry traces in the brain.

In Frelld' s nodel, ·the

cessation of the sensory stream facilitates the emergence of Ucs.
JDE!IOC)ries.

In JU1')3'' s theory, isolation facilitates the activation

of racial JDE!IOC)ries.

SD cxm::litions should therefore be ideal for

"releasinJ" the imaginary c:arrpanions store::i within us.
In fact the empirical research on sensory deprivation fails

to show such a relationship.

'lbe hallucinations closest to an

imaginary c:arrpanion were reported by eurtis
who devote an entire article to one

Zuckennan (1968),

subject who "saw samethinJ

that looked like the shape of a shoolder
saneone in the roan" (p. 256).

am

am

felt the presence of

'Ibey note, hov.rever, that this

subject had becxxre psychotic by the ti.me of this e>q:>erience.
'lhe JIOSt cxmple.x hallucinations obtained in SD studies with

normal subjects are scenes of a cartoonlike character, e.g. "a
procession of squirrels with sacks Oller their shoolders marchln;J
'p.lllX)Sefully' across a snow field" (Bexton et al., 1954, p. 74).
Zuckerman (1970), in a review of 15 years of sensory deprivation
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research, concludes that ''m:st SD hallucinations are fleeti.rq,

:in;,ersonal
Fantasy

~

of little dynamic significance" (p. 144).

in the Service of the

Freud hiJ)')SP..lf did

he had proposed

Ego

not fin:i the wish fulfillment explanation

in 1900 sufficient in accounti.rq for visions

an::l

hallucinations, an::l in 1917 he reexamined the issue of why people
accept such perceptions as real.

Freud (1957a) knew that

hallucinations must "be samethin;J nore than the regressive revival
of mnemic ilnages that are in themselves Ucs." (p. 231) • He
therefore proposed that in the face of intolerable reality, the
ego ''breaks off its relation to reality;

it withdraws the

cathexis fran the system of perceptions", allc:,win; hallucinations
to be accepted as real (p. 233).
"Were

He conc::lu:ied that hallucinations

possible in schiz~a "only when the patient's ego is so

far disintegrated that reality-testi.rq no lon;er starxls in the

wayt' (p. 234). 6
In contrast to his Emphasis on ego disintegration

in the case

of hallucinations, Freud kept the silrple version of wish
fulfillment in his treatment of fantasy.

In a paper on daydreams,

Freud (1959) wrote that "a ham' person never Ii'lantasies, only an

unsatisfied one.

'Ihe motive forces of Ii'lantasies are unsatisfied

wishes, an::l every si.rqle Ii'lantasy is the fulfillment of a wish, a

correction of unsatisfyi.rq reality'' (p. 146).
D;1o psychologists have (therefore?) treated childhood

imaginacy carpanions not as hallucinatory~' b.lt rather
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simply as fantasies (e.g. Fraiberg, 1959, p. 22; Murphy, 1962, p.
124).

Nagera (1969) makes this quite explicit:

daydreams, the

"Like ordinacy

illlaginaey campanion fantasy is an attempt at wish

fulfillment •••• 'Ihe fantasy.in;] person remains fully aware of the
unreality of the fantasies that are be.in;] in:iulged in" (p. 194).
Ex]o psychologists postulate that illlaginaey companion
fantasies help the develop.in;] ego of the child gain control over
id :inp.ll.ses, master difficult situations, an:l cope with the
requirements of the external. "'10rld.

In explain.in;] hCM this is

possible via fantasy, Frail:>erg (1959) states:
to tolerate the :fnlstrations of the real world an:l to ac:x,ede to
the demams of reality if one can restore hilllself at intervals in

a world where the deepest wishes can achieve illlaginacy
gratification" (p. 23).
by

Nagera (1969) reiterates this idea both

statin:J that illlaginaey companion fantasies "are tenporary

measures c:x:mpensatin;J for a frustratin:J or difficult exten1al
reality'' (p. 189), an:l by en:iirq his paper with Fraiberg's
explanation.
Like the illlaginacy oc:mpanions of childhood, take-away

~itions have been diSOJSsed as fantasies.
(1984-85)

'Iweml.ow an:l Gahb3rd

link take-away apparitions to the fantasy that "there is

an ultilllate reso1er (:rother) 'Who will prevent disaster" (p. 231).
'Ibey suggest that this fantasy sei:ves as a defense against the
reality of death.
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Arlow (1966), another ego psychologist, seems to give greater
reality status to imaginary campanions.

In an explanation of

depersonalization he distin;Juishes between the participatinj self
arxi the abservin:J self, arxi describes how the ego oannects

inp.ll.ses that are dan:Jerous or ptmishment-incurrin:J with the
participatin:J self.

'Ihe ego rep.ldiates these inpulses by

dissociatin:J itself from the participatin:J self arxi by treatin:J
this self "as an object existin:J in the external world" (p. 476).
In a brief mention of imaginary cnnpanions, Arlow notes that

imaginary campanions may reflect a similar defensive splittin:J of
the self.

'Ihe ego wards off anxiety by associatin:J unacceptable

:inp.llses with the imaginary campanion, arxi by treatin:J the
imaginary campanion as as ooject ''which one can observe, describe,
arxi even criticize, that is vulnerable to anxiety arxi ptmishment"
(p. 476).

Arlow's fo:nnulation of imaginary companions was

elaborated by Myers (1976).

Myers, however, seems to revert back

to the traditional ego analytic approach of treatin:J imaginary
o::,:rpanions as fantasies.

Narcissistic Guardians

Heinz Koout proposed that there is a separate line of
narcissistic development

runnin:J parallel to

the phases of

libidinal development described in traditional psychoanalytic
theory.

Accordin:J to

Kohut (1971), the original forms of

infantile narcissism are the "gramiose self" arxi the "idealized
parent imago".

rm:-in:J development these urx:lergo progressive
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transfonnation until the grarxtiose self becomes a secure sense of
self-esteem, an:i the idealized parent imago becanes the ego ideal.
'Ihis develq;:mental process is aided l:Jy a series of self-

oojects,

Self-objects are invested with narcissistic cathexis (as

oppose:i to

ooj ect libido) an:i se.J:Ve to maintain inner equilibrium

in the face of narcissistic injuries.

Self-abjects, like

transitional abjects as described l:Jy Winnicott (1953), are
experienced as part of the self arrl exist in the "transitional
zone of experience".
Accordin; to Winnicott (1953), inner an:i outer reality are
two parts of the life of a human bein;J, and the transitional zone

of experience is a third part, "to which inner reality an:i
external life both cxmtribute" (p. 90).

'Ihe

transitional zone is

"unchallerged in respect of its belorqin;J to inner or external
(shared)

reality" (p . 97), arrl exists as a "restin;J-place for the

in:tividual ergaged in the pexpetual human task of keepin;J inner
an:i

outer reality separate yet inter-related" (p. 90).

'Ihe arts,

religion, imaginative livin;J, an:i creative scientific work all
belorq to this intermediate area of experience.
Kohut

(1971) describes the imaginary canpanions of childhood

as self-objects an:i ootes that they may protect children fran
threats to their self-esteem (p. 252).

Benson an:i

Pryor (1973),

Benson (1980), an:i Klein (1985) develop this idea.

Accordin; to

Benson (1980), imaginary canpanions are created l:Jy children,

experienced as part of the self, an:i are un::ler the c:::arrplete an:i
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total control of their creators.

'Ibey exist

zone of experience arxl ''pennit the grcMing

in the transitional

~

person sane

inummity fran the too soon arxl too stark realization of his

li:mitations" (p. 262) •
Benson

(1980) adds that "all people, throughout the life

cycle, are si:milarly faced with threats to their very sense of
existence.

It seems likely that the creation of narcissistic

guardians may be fourrl in all stages of the life cycle" (p. 263).

To Jtrf knc:Mled:;Je take-away apparitions arxl ghostly spooses have not
been identified as narcissistic guardians.
seen as the

I:ut death has been

ultilnate narcissistic injucy, arxl the loss of a

person's "better half" as a severe narcissistic WOl.ll'Xi.

Take-aways

arxl ghostly spouses might therefore be included as narcissistic
guardians by Kohutian theorists .

Vao.rum Activity
Ethologists believe that the stlxly of behavior patterns in
species other than Hem:, sapiens may irx::rease our umerstan:iin; of
human behavior, because humans are governed by the same biological

principles as nonhuman aniina.ls.

For example Bowlby has described

how cryirg, searching, arxl protest behaviors are comm:::>n across
species who maintain attachments to their

own

kim.

He believes

that these instinctive behavior patterns have evolved to help the
separated parties fim each other

am

en.sure their

survival.

Instilctive behavior patterns may be divided into appetitive

am
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sequencies.

Ethologists have noted that when
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appetitive behavior is frustrated, oansummato:ry behavior may occur
even in the absence of the sought after object.

"Sooner or later,

in partial or ca:rplete form, the missing behavior sequence may
take place in vacuo" (Parkes, 1972, p. 58).

Parkes has use::i the notion of vacuum activities in acx:ounting

for the behavior of widows arrl widowers.

He postulates that

"there is a sensori-m::>tor •set' which pre::li.sposes the in:iividual

to seek for arrl to fin:i sanethin;J, hov.'ever tenuous, towards which
consummato:ry behavior can be directed" (1970b, p. 198).

He

describes widows arrl widowers as en;Jaging in the appetitive
behavior of seeking for their deceased spouse.
is frustrated, they "fin:i" the deceased spouse.

When this behavior

Like the male

stickleback who carries out its fertilization dance in an empty
tank, or captive starlings who en;Jage in fly-catching when no

flies are present, widowed persons en;Jage in oansummato:ry
behaviors in vacuo.
Postm::,rtern survival
Central to the hypothesis of posboc>rtem survival is the

notion that there is a world beyorxi this world where souls may

o::mtinue to exist after death.

In that world persons may inhabit

a "subtle 1::x:xfy'' which survives the dissolution of their fleshly
body, or they may exist as p.Jrely mental entities (cf. Gauld,

1977;

Roll, 1982;

stevenson, 1982).

Either way persons in the

afterworld maintain scnne interest in their loved ones in this
world.
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Osis

am

Haraldsson (1977) hypothesize that at death people

becare aware of the afterworld.

'lbrc,.Jgh ESP the dyirg perceive

that the scw.s of the deceased have cane to help them make the
transition to the next ~rld.

Take-away apparitions seem real

''because of their corresporrlence with a kin:l of external reality

that is not within reach of the perceptual o:rgans" (p. 55).
Osis (1961) acknowledges that it is difficult to explain

deathbed hallucinations of religious figures usirg the hypothesis
of pcsl.Jioi.tem survival, because "in external. reality the
rx:mexistence of an anthropcm:>?:phic God, ar-gels

clear'' (pp. 64-65).

am

devils is quite

To my knowledge he does not offer an

alternative explanation for these figures.
Critical Review
When people have ilnaginary canpanions in their ~rlds, there

is sane shift away from ordinary reality constraints, but most

reality constraints continue to be operative.
say

any

People cannot just

old thirq abrut their imaginary canpanions

with it.

am

get away

If they try to, the members of their o:mmmity (family,

peer group, colleagues, etc. ) may treat what they say as

laughable, incredible, out of touch, etc., accorclin:J to the
starrlards appropriate for the person's age, position,

circumstances, etc.

Likewise

i:nencmena,
say.

when theorists create scientific explanations of

there are sane reality constraints on what they may

'Iheorists cannot just make up

any

old thirq, or their
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explanations may be criticized as bein; implausible,
irresponsible, etc.

'Ihe

followin; foor questions reflect same

generally accepted stan:lards for formally adequate scientific
explanations:
l.

Is the explanation plausible?

2.

can the explanation
phenamena

3.

en::x:irrpass

all of the cases of the

in question?

Does the explanation do justice to the observational facts

that define the phenomena?
4.

Does the explanation contril:ute to oor urxiers~ of the

phenomena in non-trivial ways?

In general it seems a::,vioos that the explanations of
imaginary carpanions surveyed above are not of sufficiently high
quality to warrant detailed attention.

Instead exanples will be

given to illustrate the kims of criticism that are applicable in
light of the four questions stated here.
'!he explanation of narcissistic guardians may be taken as an
exanple of the failure to meet the criterion of plausibility.

Acoorclin:J to this explanation imaginary C:X'll'p:mions are experienced
as part of the self, are umer the CC111plete and total control of
their creators, and are experienced as existirq in an "imaginary

realm".

Even on the

implausible.

JIDSt

superficial readin:] this explanation is

Only in occasional instances are carpanions

experienced as part of the self (e.g. the widow who said of her
ghostly spouse "It's as if two people were one.") ; they are not
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generally urrler the c:cmplete control of their creators;
are usually experienced as existin:;J in the real world.

and they
'Ihe

explanation therefore does not have even prilna facie validity.
does

It

not qualify as an explanation of the phencanenon of imaginary

companions but rather is an account of sane other phencanenon.
'Ihe explanations of vacuum activities and posboc,rtem survival

may be used to illustrate the failure to account for the full
rarge of cases.

Both are ad hoc, designed to explain same

particular cases without consideration of the wider rarge of
relateci ~ -

Notice that the posbtC>:t:.tem survival

explanation even leaves sane cases of take-away apparitions
unexplained, not to mention other sorts of imaginary companions.
'Ihe notion of fantasy in sezvice of the ego is exenplary of

the failure to do elementary justice to the facts.

In order to

illustrate this, consider the followin;J five facts about imaginary
companions:
1.

Hallucinations of imaginary companions resemble normal
perceptions.

Paradigmatically imaginary companions may be

seen and heard as if they

\tJere

livin;J people.

SUc:h

companions are therefore different fran individuals that a
person merely fantasizes about.

2.

People en:Jage in actual behavior in relation to their
ilnaginary companions.

'Ihis behavior paradigmatically takes

place in the real world and not merely in someone's head.
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3.

Relationships to imaginary cx,,panians may last for many

years.
4.

Ccmpanions sanetimes act in opposition to a person's wishes,
e.g. take-away apparitions who c:x:me to get someone who does

not want to die; childhood cx,,panions who scold children;

etc.
5.

Positive circumstances as well as adverse circumstances may
be corxiucive to imaginary cxmpanions.

:Redescriptians of cxmpanions as merely f a n t a s y ~ ' or as

tenp::>rary measures, wish fulfillments, or c:x:mpensations for
fn.istratin; reality are inadequate to acx:ount for these facts.
'Ihe criticism of triviality may be raised in connection with

any of the theories that redescri.be imaginary cxmpanions in tenns

of otherworldly, hypothetical constructs, whether these be brain
excitations, Ucs. :menories, ard'letypes, etc.

'Ib explain imaginary

c::arpanions by reference to hypothetical events in the world of
IXlY5iology, to a hypothetical mental apparatus in the world of

psychoanalysis, or to hypothetical energy fonn.s in the collective
urx:onscious, contributes little of value to our un:ierstan:iin; of
imaginary cxmpanions in the real world (cf. ossorio, 1978b, pp.
188-204).

In the absence of specific en;>irical evidence, the

referen:::es to hypothetical processes or entities have much in
co101nn

with hammcul.us explanations;

they

rnmt to little mre

than sayin; 1"Ihere IS this inner hypothetical ~ that makes it
~

arxi that's why it happens".
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'Ihere is sane irony in usi.n; imaginary entities to e>4>lain

imaginary companions.

Given the hypothetical nature of such

constructs, as well as the suspension of real world requirerrents

that seems to be in effect when they are use:i, the section on
e>4>lanations might have been entitled "Imaginary Explanations".
'Ihis was not done because the behavior potential that imaginary

companions en;1errler seems mre meani.n;ful than that en;1errlered by
imaginary e>4>lanations.
'Ihe critique presented here was designed to be illustrative
b.It n:,t exhaustive.

All of the e>4>lanations fail in :nore than one

of the ways that have been mentioned.

In cxmtrast, the

conceptualization of companions as Jiienamena of world+~
construction arrl reconstruction does not appear to fail in these
ways.

It is of sufficient scx:,pe, plausibility, arrl responsiveness

to ac::x::amt for the facts people report about their companions.
'Ihe

n:,tions of relaxirq reality constraints arrl increasi.n;

behavior potential leave little question as to why a person might
have an imaginary companion.
Operatirg with this

~

may make it possible to

deal :nore sensitively arrl competently with children, the widc,.yed,

the dyirg, arrl others who have a companion of uncertain status.
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Appendix A
Empirical Studies of Imaginary Companions

Author(s)

Date

n
-

Age
range

Incidence

Data source(s)
Repeated interviews

13-20

27.5

15-40

27.5

(%)

Brittain

1907

40

Hurlock & Burstein

1932

701

Jersild, Markey,
& Jersil d

1933

400

Child interviews
and school records

5-12

35.8

Svendsen

1934

119

Child, mother interviews
and school records

3-16

13.4

Ames & Learned

1946

210

Parent interviews,
behavioral observation,
and clinic records

2-10

21.4

Schaefer

1969

800

High school student
biographical inventory

Manosevitz, Prentice,
& Wilson

1973

222

Parent questionnaire

High school and college
_ student questionnaire

18.3
3-5

28.4
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Appendix B
Case Studies of Imaginary Companions
Author(s)

Date

Data source(s)

-n

Explanation

1

Ethical ideal towards
which child is striving

Provide entertainment

Good pl ayf e 11 ow;
friend in need of help

Aggrandize the self

Additional function(s)

Munroe

1894

Personal observation

Vostrovsky

1895

Personal rem1n1scences
and observation reports

Swett

1910

Personal observation

1

Supporting actor in
child's moral drama

Tempt, castigate the
child

Harvey

1918

Reports by psychology
students

37

Idea that becomes as
vivid as a percept

Provide playmates

Green

1922

Contact with normal
children

Daydream

Permit expression of
instinctive motives

Wickes

1927

Work as a school
psychologist

Archetypal personification

Aid in the process of
individuation

Harriman

1937

Reports by psychology
students

6

Reflection of a creative
impulse

Compensate for companion
deprivation

Bender &Vogel

1941

Observations on a
child psychiatric ward

14

Positive mechanism used
in time of need

Compensate for deficits
in parent-chi~d relations

Piaget

1951

Personal observation

Symbolic game

Assimilate reality without
the need of accomodate

46

5

24

1

(Continued)
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Appendix B (Continued)
Case Studies of Imaginary Companions
Author ( s)

Date

Data source(s)

n

Explanation

Additional function(s)

Sperling

1954

Child psychoanalysis

1

Prestage [sic] of the
superego

Preserve the illusion of
omnipotence

Fraiberg

1959

Personal observation

2

Means for problemsolving

Master childhood fears;
control naughty impulses

Murphy

1962

Research on children's
coping

1

Coping device

Provide support during
mother's absence

Nagera

1969

Child assessment;
adult psychoanalysis

10

Fantasy attempt at
wish fulfillment

Compensate for losses;
"prop" the superego

Bach

1971

Personal observation;
adult psychoanalysis

3

Element in series of
nipple-feces-penis-child

Preserve omnipotence;
deny helplessness

Benson & Pryor

1973

Retrospective report;
adolescent psychotherapy

2

Narcissistic guardian

Provide "self-mirroring
with approval"

Myers

1976

Adult psychoanalysis

4

Splitting of the selfrepresentations

Ward off anxiety

Klein

1985

Parental report

3

Transitional self

Externalize and mirror
aspects of t~e self
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Appendix C
Experience of the Dead Person ' s Presence
Author(s}

Population

Incidence

Mean time
since death

Date

n

Marris

1958

72

Young or middle-aged widows
from London's East End

50

2 years

Hobson

1964

40

~Ii dows in a sma 11 market town

80

[½-4 years]

in the Midlands of England

(%}

Yamamoto, Okonogi,
Iwasaki, &Yoshimura

1969

20

Tokyo widows of men killed
i n car accidents

90

42 days

Parkes

1970

22

London widows referred for
longitudinal study by GP ' s

68
55

1 month
13 months

Rees

1971

293

Entire widowed population of
a well-defined area in Wales :
Widows
Widowers

47

[Up to 40 years]

227
66

Parkes

1975

59
18

1983

Olson, Suddeth ,
Peterson, & Egelhoff

1985

50

Widowed in Boston:
Faced an unexpected death
Death with longer notice

61
19

33

Illinois teenagers who had
lost a sibling

50

52

Residents of two NC nursing
homes: Widows
Widowers

61
33

41

Balk

46

46
6

[2-4 years]

23.6 months
[Not given]
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Appendix D
Bereavement Hallucinations
Author{s)

Significant . Incidencea
differences
{%)

Population

Date

-n

Gorer

1965

80

Cross section of Britishers
who had lost a relative

7.5

Clayton, Desmarais,
&Winokur

1968

40

Relatives of patients who
died in St. Louis hospitals

7.5

Parkes

1970

22

London widows interviewed
1 month post-bereavement

9.lb

Rees

1971

293
226
67

Entire widowed population of
a well-defined area in Wales

Clayton, Halikas,
&Maurice

1971

109

Surviving spouses in St. Louis
interviewed at 1 month

Bornstein, Clayton,
Halikas, Maurice,
&Robins

1973

92
16
76

Surviving spouses in St . Louis
interviewed at 13 months

Glick, Weiss,
& Parkes

1974

49

Young Boston widows studied
1ong itudi na 11 y

10.0

01 son, Suddeth,
Peterson, & Egelhoff

1985

46

Widows residing in two NC
nursing homes (mean age= 80)

47.Bb

aMay include visual, auditory, and tactile hallucinations.

Widowed
< 20 years
> 20 years

14.ob
16.8
4.5
6.4

Depressed
Non-depressed

5.4
18.8
2.6

bvisual hallucinations only.
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Footnotes

l5ane theorists also distin;Juish between hallucinations an:i
pseudo-hallucinations.

Hallucination has been definerl since the

time of ~ l as a perception that oc:x::urs in the absence of a
correspo~ external stimulus.

Pseudo-hallucination, hcMever,

has been given contradictory definitions.

Jaspers (1963) defined

pseudo-hallucinations as "not really i;::,erceptions but a special
kird of imagery" (p. 68) .

According to Jaspers, pseudo-

hallucinations are seen by an "inner eye"
subjective space" (p. 69).

Sedman

am

occur in "inner

(1966), on the other ham,

definerl pseudo-hallucinations as perceptions "recognized by the
subject not to be a tnie i;::,erception" (p. 45).

Hare (1973)

am

Taylor (1981) carmnent on the incarrpatibility of these definitions

am

attenpt. to clarify the concept.
2Nathan

A. Harvey (1918) was recognized as an authority in

the field of imaginary c:cmpanions for many years.
been nore than coincidental that Mary

white rabbit "Harvey"
1943/1944.

when she

c.

It may have

Olase nanm her imaginary

wrote her play by that name in

Unfortunately Mrs. Olase is deceased, an:i her husban::i

does not kncM where she got the name (Robert L. Olase, personal

communication, June 1, 1987) .
3At least one author (with ton;;ue-in-cheek) suggests that
marital dishanrony contributes to apparitions.

'Ihamas Nashe, who

p.lblished an essay called "'Ihe Terrors of the Night, or, a
Discourse on Apparitions" in 1594, notes:
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A rnnnber of men there be yet livin:J, who have been hatmted by
their wives after their death, about forswearin:J themselves,
arrl umooin:J their children, of wham they promised to be

car:efull fathers; whereof I can gather no reason but this,
that Women are borne to tonnent a man both alive arrl dead.
(cited in Finucane, 1984, p. 95)

½he studies

by Osis

(1961) an:i Osis an:i Haraldsson (1977)

have been criticized for samplin:J bias.
response

Osis had only a 6%

rate from 10,000 :p1ysicians an:i rrurses surveyed

nationally in 1959-1960, an:i a 20% resp:mse rate from 5000
physicians arrl rrurses surveyed in the Northeastern United States
in 1961-1964.

'Ihe

representativeness of the data for the U.S.

population as a whole is not a particular problem here, however,
because the data is used only to contribute to a fuller
description of the phenanena.
5An irony of the SD research is that the original study of
Bexton, Heron, arrl Scott (1954) was not on sensory deprivation;
it was on brainwashin:;.

At that til!le the researchers were not

pennitted to report that their subjects listened to "propagarxia"

records dealin:J with "telepathy, clairvoyance, ghosts,
polte:rgeists, arrl psychical research" after they had been in
isolation for about 18 hours (Heron, 1961, p. 11).
these

Even urrler

carxtitions, not a s:irgle imaginary ccmpanion was reported.

6n'lere

is a series of case studies in which hallucinations

are described as hysterical or conversion syng;,tams (Levinson,
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1966; McI<egney, 1967; Fitzgerald

&

cygielman,

In part because of Freud's

&

Wijsenbeek, 1980).

Wells, 1977; Modai, Sirota,

hypothesis of ego disintegration in cases of hallucination, the
authors of these case studies go to sane lengths to affinn that
their patients' egos were intact.

Two

of the authors liken

hysterical hallucinations to the illlaginary canpanions of childhood
(e.g. Levinson, 1966, pp. 20-21; Fitzgerald & Wells, 1977, p. 382).

